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Raise For Municipal Employees
And Two More Firemen Are I
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Eight Candidates Competing In Two Contests Monday
When Rockland Voters Cast Ballots In Three Wards

In Proposed 1960 Rockland Budget
A raise for city employees ap Dutch Elm disease control; $4,000 The tax rate was 56 mills. ■

pears to be in the offing as City
Manager Charles Haynes and the
City Council prepare the annual
municipal operating budget. Cou
pled with it is the possibility of
the employing of two more men in
the Fire Department and one in
the Police Department.
The increase sought by city em
ployees in all departments is 10 per
cent across the board. The Coun
cil has not as yet reached a de
cision. Indications are that while
an increase may be allowed to i
bring local wage and salary rates
nearer in line with other commu
nities in Maine of like size, it may
not reach the figure asked.
The 10 per cent increase and
the hiring of two firemen and one
policeman would add an estimated
$33,000 to the annual budget.
Other increases now under dis
cussion include $5,000 for roads
and streets; $3,000 for snow re
moval; $1,000 for care of trees In

Should all requests be allowed,
for an additional float at the Public
Landing, plus a new ramp. The the city operating budget could in
total, all charged to the Depart crease as much as $46,700.
ment of Public Works, is $13,700.
Haynes noted. Friday, that all of
The building fund has a pro the refunding bonds which plagued
posed increase of $3,900. but is off the city for a century are paid off.
set in great part by the deletion the last being a $13,000 item last
All municipal bonds are
of telephone accounts in other de year.
partments which had been pre now serial bonds which cannot be
viously charged to each depart refunded, but must be met on the
due date.
ment.
Under the current valuation the
The Welfare Department is the
lone department to seek a drop in city has a legal permissible debt
The actual
its budget. Due to the closing of limit of $1,125,000.
the City Farm, which had opera i bonded debt has been reduced in
ted 105 years, Welfare is asking the years since the Council-Man
ager form of government was in
$2,500 less for the coming year.
The municipal operating budget, stituted to the present $82,000.
which cares for all city services Notes which paid for the new city
other than schools, was $482,458 building and its remodeling amount
this year. Revenue from several to $75,000 for a total city indebted
This does not
sources brought the actual cost to ness of $158,000.
the taxpayer down to $380,858. The take into consideration the Rockschool budget, which is submitted ' land School District bonded debt
in April and is not considered at | for the North and South Schools
this time, was $470,338 to make a ■ and which is included in the school
total for tax purposes of $851,196. I budget to be submitted in April.

Gerald S. Grant

Raymond F. Cross

Charles H. McIntosh

Barbara M. Griffith

Frederick E. Tripp

Sylvania Buys Plant From Waldoboro Group

,
i

•

Photo by Genthner

Pictured above at brief and informal ceremonies held Tuesday at Sylvania's Waldoboro plant are
left to right: James Pelletier, director of Industrial Development, State of Maine; Maynard D. Genthner,
president Waldoboro Realty Co.; Henry F. Callahan, vice president and general manager, lighting division,
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc..; and A. A. Weeks, plant manager of the Waldoboro plant. Genthner is
shown exchanging the Purchase and Sale Agreement with Callahan symbolic of Sylvania's acquisition of the
Waldoboro property from the Waldoboro Realty Company.
The Lighting Division of Syl- chase the Waldoboro plant. We
vania Electric Products Inc., fol- have looked with favor on the
lowing authorization of the com- high performance record of the
Waldoboro operation. In addition
pany'e board of directors, has ar
vour town has made us fee',
ranged for purchase of the plant warmlv welcome, and we are
located on Friendship Street in privileged to be counted among
Waldoboro according to an an your neighbors.”
nouncement made recently by H.
Said Louis Martin, chairman of
F. Callahan, vice president and
the Waldoboro Board of Select
general manager of the Lighting
men, "The economic impact on
Division. Sylvania Electric is a
Waldoboro and the surrounding
subsidiary of General Telephone
region of the continuing operation
and Electronics Corporation.
of Sylvania's activity here has
The 24,000 square foot onebeen an imporatont factor in our
story structure first built
speculative venture
venture during
during 19491949- areas 8>owth and stability. Not
speculative
50 by the non-profit Waldoboro 'only are the dilect Uenufits of a
Realty
Realty Company
Company has been occu- growing employment level apparent, but the existence of an
pled by Sylvania since November
operation of this size in our com
of 1951. During thia eight-year
munity lends strength and value
period, the emploment at the plant
has grown from six to 360 em to our future plans."
Said A. A. Weeks, Waldoboro
ployees. Currently operations require two regular shifts and one plant manager, "I feel most forpartial shift.
The total annual tunate to have been connected
payroll of the Waldoboro plant with the Waldoboro operation
during 1959 was approximately since its inception and have
watched with satisfaction its fine
$1,250,000.
I know all the em
Among the products manufac- growth.
tured there are fluorescent start ployees along with me are very
ers, tungsten filaments, glass en- grateful for the vote of confidence
closed circuit breakers, and coils that Sylvania s board has given
of approximately 40 different us in purchasing this building.”
categories with as many as 280
Present during the informal purdifferent types of coils being made chase-sale agreement were James
Pelletier, director of Industrial
during a typical month.
Said Callahan in announcing the Development. State of Maine;
agreement, "We were gratified to Maynard D. Genthner, president
learn of the decision of the Syl Waldoboro Realty Co.; Henry F.
vania board of director* to pur- Callahan, vice president and gen-

THE
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eral manager. Lighting Division.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.;
and A. A. Weeks, plant manager,
Waldoboro plant.

jlemhers of the local of the
United Cement. Lime & Gypsum
Union. AFL-CIO, at the Dragon
Cement Company in Thomaston,
are
are waiting
waiting for
for aa ruling
ruling from
from the
the
Maine Employment Security Commission in Augusta in regard to
a new provision in their contract
calling for the creation of a com
pany unemployment fund.
The provision, which was inserted into the new contract when
it was signed in September, calls
for money to be given to employees of the plant who are laid
off at certain times of the year
due to a reduction in the production.
John Pomeroy, vice president of

Cross and Frederick E. Tripp, an
running for the two, three-vear
terms on the Council. Write-in
| votes will name two trustees of
the Rockland School District,

the firm, said. Friday, that the
idea for this fund is now for the
industry, with other plants having this agreement with the union.
elsewhere
He
elsewhere in the country.
added that management is handling the question from the Chicago
headquarters of the AmericanMarietta Company which controls
Dragon Cement.
Earl Benjamin, representative
of the union, asserted, Friday,
that Maine stands with Virginia
as the only States in the Union
who
have
restrictions
which
make this provision inoperative,
An answer from the MESC on the
legality of the provision is expected sometime next week.

PISTOL PACKING COURTSTERS TO
INVADE ROCKLAND SATURDAY FOR
J-C SPONSORED BASKETBALL GAME
Rockland will be invaded, Saturday
afternoon.
by western
garbed young ladies who will endeavor to defeat Knox County’s
top crop of basketball talent in a
show at the Rockland Community
Building at 8 p. m. The game
featuring the Texas Cow Girls.
complete with ten gallon hate and
six shooters, will be sponsored by
the Rockland Junior Chamber of

VOTERS

IS ASKING AU CIVIC MINDED PERSONS TO

GET OUT AND VOTE ON
ELECTION DAY
December 7, 1959

Commerce.

The Jaycees
have corraled
members of the Rockland Wrecks,
Thomaston Clippers and coaching
staffs of many of the high schools
in the area to do battle with the
talented lassies.

For tfca Candidates of Their Choice
146-lt

Rockland voters will use the
new three ward system for the
first time at a City election, Mon
day, to name directors for two
and three-year terms on the
board of directors of School Ad
ministrative District Five; two
Councilman; a trustee of the
Rockland Port District; two trus
tees for the Rockland School Dis
trict: and wardens and ward
clerks for the three polling places.
City Clerk Gerald U. Margeson
said that the polls at the North
School. Community Building and
at the South School will be opened
from 9 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Contest appear for the two po
sitions on the district’s board of
directors, which have a term of
two years, and for the two Coun
cil seats. Five candidates. Fred
T. Spaulding. Charles H. Mein
tosh, Barbara M. Griffith. Walter
R. Loker and Dr. Robert S
Chisholm, are seeking the two di
rect0l*’ posts. Three aspirants
Qerajj g Grant Raymond F

SUPPLEMENTARY UNEMPLOYMENT
FUND FOR CEMENT WORKERS AWAITS
RULING FROM MESC ON LEGALITY

OF ROCKLAND

I

.$7.60 per Year
$3.75 Six Months

Bugle Corps’ color guard will
make its first indoor appearand*
of the winter at half time,
Keeping things in check will be
Charley Wotton of Owls Head and
Jim Flanagan of Rockland, veteran whistle footers who have
come out of retirement for the
affair.
The Jaycees have planned a full
evening of entertainment for the
whole family in the first show of
its kind to be brought to the Cornmunity Building in some time.
Chairman* Robert McIntosh re
minds patrons that the Texas CowGirls put on a warm up performance nearly equalling that in

The Port O'Rockland Drum and. the game.

I which handles the amortization of
the building bonds for the North
School and South School.
The Courier-Gazette will tabu' late returns and make them
' available to the public by tele
phone or at the office.
The following are the names of
the candidates as they will appear
on the ballot:
For two directors of School Dis
trict Five, with a tenure of two
years each, which were created
by the resignations of Harold
Kaler and Sebastian Groder.
Fred T. Spaulding. 41, of 158
Talbot Avenue, is a public ac
countant who is married and has
two children attending Rockland
School. A graduate of Dorchester.
Mass.. High School, he studied ac
counting at Bentley and Bryant <&
Stratton Schools. Active in sev
eral PTA groups. Spaulding is a
member of the Rockland Lions
Club and is a former Merchant
Marine officer. He was a candi
date for one of the seven positions
on the board of directors last
year.
Charles H. McIntosh of 192
Limerock Street, is 52 years old
and proprietor of the Paramount
Restaurant.
He was a former
Rockland school board member,
having served as its chairman
three times. McIntosh, also an
unsuccessful aspirant for one of
the directorships in 1958, attended
Rockland High School and was a
patrolman in the city police de
partment for several years. He
was later operator of an ice es
tablishment before entering the
restaurant business. He is mar
ried and the father of four child
ren.
Mrs. Barabara M. Griffith. 45.
is the widow of Carl Griffith and
resides at 58 Brewster Street. She
is the auditor at the Sears Store
in Rockland and has four children
and several grandchildren. Affi
liated with the Girl Scout move
ment for the better part of two
decades. Mrs. Griffith served as
commissioner for three and one
half years. Other activities have
included: Rubinstein Club. of
which she is past president; presi
dent of the BPW; and secretary of
the Rockland Festival Corpora
tion. She was one of the 16 can
didates last year for the board of
directors.
Walter R. Loker. 39. of 43 Ran
kin Street, is the only new name
for a place on the board. Head of
the laboratory and x-ray depart
ment in Knox Hospital. Loker was
educated in the Medfield. Mass.,
school system and studied three
years in Boston University before
entering the Army in 1944. He
served for two and one half years
in Alaska before he was dis
charged with the rank of technical
sergeant.
Loker was an x-ray
and laboratory technician in the
Farmington Hospital in Massachu
setts ’before moving to Rockland
in 1949. He is past president of
the Maine State X-Ray Technician
Association: an officer in Aurora
Lodge of Masons in Rockland.
Scottish Rites; a 32nd degree ma
son and member of the Rockland
Congregational Church; two PTA

Walter R. Loker
organizations and the WinslowHolbrook-Merritt American Le
gion Post. He is married and the
father of two children.
I)r. Robert S. Chisholm, who is
active in several professional and
civic bodies, has been a practicing
dentist for the past several years.
He is 37 years old and resides
with his family at 55 Summer
Street. An alumnus of Rockland
High School. Holy Cross College
in Worcester and the University
of Maryland Dental School. Dr.
Chisholm taught one year at Wal
ton Junior High School in Auburn
and tutored four summers in a
boys’ camp. He belongs to the
Rockland Lions Club, the Lime
rock Council of the Knights of
Columbus and the Maine and
American Dental Associations. He
failed to win one of the seven di
rectorships last year which were
alloted to the City of Rockland. |
For two directors of School Dis
trict Five, with terms of three
years each are:
Irving H. McConchie. 36. is a
commercial lobster fisherman who i
won one of the seven seats on the j
board last year. His term was
decided by a lot at one year. Re-,
siding at 33 Samoset Road, he is ■
married and their one daughter!
attends school in Rockland. Mc
Conchie received diplomas from
Rockland High School and Spring-,
field College with a major in
physical education.
He holds
membership in the Kiwanis Club.
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Robertson Fined
$30 For Failing
To Show License

Walter Robertson of Thomaston
paid a $30 fine in Municipal Court,
Friday morning, after he was
found guilty of failure to produce
his driver’s license and registra
tion upon command from Trooper
George Massie. Judge Christy C.
Adams, who found Robertson inno
cent of impersonating a State Poiice
officer, last week, reprimanded
him for his actions on the night of
the offense.
Judge Adams stated that it was
not the intention of the Legislature
to give law enforcement agencies
the right to demand to see a license
and registration without adequate
provisions for penalty in the event
that the demand is not adhered by
the respondent.
He told the Thomaston man, a
former civilian dispatcher with
Troop D of the State Police bar
racks in Thomaston, for four years,
Fred T. Spaulding
that he was tempted to issue bench
warrants against him for resisting
arrest and assaulting a police offi
cer, following the hearing in court,
Nov. 24.
A motion for dismissal by demur
rer was denied in the course of the
Droceed ngs.
A demurrer is a
legal pleading which asserts that
all the facts are true but that no
violation exists.
It was only upon the insistence
of
the
complainant,
Trooper
George Massie, of "not hitting a
man while he was down," Adams
continued, that refrained him from
that action. The judge noted that
the trooper did not want to show
any animosity toward Robertson
and obtained the warrants which
a’leged the two milder offenses, im
personating an officer and failing
to produce the license and regis
tration.
Robertson was found innocent of
Robert S. Chisholm
the impersonation complaint, Nov.
27. when Adams declared that the
Rockland Lodge of Masons and mere display of a badge does not
the Shrine.
constitute the full meaning of the
C. Maxwell Ames, the chairman charge. Massie had contended on
of the board of directors, had been the witness stand that Robertson
on the former Rockland School had said that he was a State Troop
Board. Residing at 17 Masonic er, which the Thomaston man
Street, Ames, 43, is assistant denied.
cashier in the First National Bank
However, Robertson pleaded guil
of Rockland. A graduate of Rock ty to a similiat complaint in Waldo
land High School, he Is active in County Municipal Court in Belfast
the Rockland Lodge of Elks. He and paid a $40 fine to Judge Hil
is married and has two children in lard Buzzell. The Belfast incident
the city schools.
1 happened several hours before
For members of the City Coun i Massie stopped him on Route 1
cil. two, three-year terms:
in Rockport, Nov. 22, and became
Gerald S. Grant, 44. who was involved in a hassle.
elected at a special election 11
months ago to fill the unexpired city election, E. Clifford Ladd,
term of Henry S. Marsh, is the president, and Samuel W. Collins,
owner and operator of a variety clerk, have issued the following
store which bears his name in the statement:
Rankin Block. He was educated
“Although the functions of Rock
in the public schools and business land School District have been
cellege in New Brunswick. Grant transferred to the new School Ad
served the Lions Club in various ministrative District Five, it is
capacities. King Lion of the Rock necessary that the existence of the
land group, zone chairman and : old district be preserved until the
district governor. He is past com bonds relating to North and South
mander of the Claremont Com Schools are paid off.
ma ndery, a member of several
"Two trustees of Rockland School
(Continued on Page Two)
District must be elected on Decem
ber 7. although no candidates ap
pear on the ballot. We urge voters
to write in the names of Paul D.
Merriam of 7*2 Mechanic Street
and Irving H. McConchie of 35
Samoset Road for these positions.
Merriam has been treasurer of the
district for the past 12 years. Mc
Because of many inquiries con Conchie is a director of District
cerning the status of Rockland Five and his election would provide
School District in the forthcoming liaison between the two groups."

Candidates Are
Suggested For
School District

County Teachers Discuss Legislative Plans

Three Knox County school principals discuss topics of interest to teachers with the executive
tary of the Maine Teachers Association at a County conference on proposals for a Legislative
held, Thursday, at the Owls Head Central School. This group also took time out ta discuss public
tions as it concerns teachers and students. From left to right, are: Richard Seymour, principal of
School. Rockland; Mrs. Doris McDougal, principal of North School, Rockland; Mrs. Margaret Ford, r
cipal of the Cushing Consolidated School, and Clyde Russell of Winslow, executive secretary of the M. T,
The general group, which numbered 66. discussed minimum salary proposals, retirement r1-—. and |
posals on vocational schools and specialised education.
Photo by CM
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Veteran Employee

Maine Sheriffs In

The Limerock Gazette was established in 1848. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, six months $3.75. 75 cents
per month payable in advance.
Single copies 10c.
Circulation 5362.

Sleet New Officers
The Maine State Sheriff's As
sociation held the annual election
Of officers and listened to the
new rules on Maine Civil Pro
cedure, Friday afternoon, at the
Knox County Courthouse.
Named as officers were: Arthur
Chandler, sheriff of Penobscot
County, president; Harold R Nason, sheriff of York County, vice
president; Leonard A. Gagne.
Chief deputy of Androscoggin
County, secretary; and Merritt
Fitch, sheriff of Hancock County,

IT'S YOUR CASH THEY SPEND - YOUR SCHOOLS
THEY DIRECT

treasurer.

Appointed to the legislative com
mittee were: Sheriff Roger Holt of
Piscataquis County. Sheriff P.
Willard Pease of Knox County.
Sheriff Harold Nason of York
County, Sheriff Jasper Lycette of
Aroostook County
and Sheriff
Allan Jones of Cumberland Coun
ty.
Frederick A. Johnson, clerk of
courts of Cumberland County, ex
plained1 the new Maine Civil rules
of procedure which recently went
into effect.
Presiding at the session was
Sheriff Pease, the outgoing presi
dent of the association.
Many a man has so much confi
dence in himself that he forgets
to learn the facte.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE
Beautifully situated lot in Cam
den with small house on new cellar
A real bargain. Very low price.
Lovely view over Camden Harbor.
New 4 bedroom home in Thom
aston. Really a steal.
Rural home in Warren, river
view, modern kitchen, new heating
plant.

CHARLES JILLSON, Realtor
Strawberry Hill, Rockland
TeL LYric 4-8192

146-148
SHOATS for sale, weighing 30 to
45 pounds each. $9 to $12. EDWARD

GRINNELL, Liberty RFD. Tel.
Washington 12-3.
146-lt
WILL do light housework or care
for elderly persons.
MRS. HAN
NAH HAUPT. 83 Main Street.
Street, Thomaston, live in or out
__________________________ 146*148
AM driving to Florida next week
Will take one or two persons.
Write BOX “FLA”, c< The CourierGazette.
146*147
MOVING Out of Town December
12 — Still have for quick sale one
1W 11 cu. ft. Frigidaire and one
blonde wood dining room set.
CALL CEdar 63112.
146-148

CHARLEY'S
GUN AND BRIC-A-BRAC SHOP
ROCKPORT

Nice Airtight Stoves
4 Pat Burner Stoves with Con
stant Level
1 Parlor Coal and Wood Stoves
A Lot of Used Furniture
Baby Crib
Thayer Baby Carriage
2

SELL OR SWAP YOVR

OUTGROWN SHOE SKATES

5 Pieces Refinished Pirte Fur

Murray T. Whalen
An employee of the Central ;
Maine Power Company who be
gan working for a utility by being
employed by the Rockland. Thom
aston and Camden Street Railway
in 1919 was honored by CMP.
Thursday, for 40 years of service.
Division Manager Robert W. Hud
son presented Murray T. Whalen.
21 Center Street, a service pin.
Whalen is division service fore
man who handles the meter de
partments. He instructs new men
and supervises complicated in
stallation.
He is a member of the Old Tim
ers Club and is a member of the
firm’s committee which is com
piling a history of the company.
Hudson presented a 15 year pin,
to Robert A. Hussey, local repre-,
sentative at Wiscasset. Hussey
started with the firm at Rockland
in the service department.
He
was transferred to Damariscotta
in June of 1945 and to Wiscasset in
1955

Kaler Appoints
Committees For
Rockland Elks
Exalted Ruler Frank Kaler of
the Rockland Lodge of Elks has
appointed his committee chair
men for the lodge year.
Named were: Fred C. Black,
social and community welfare;
Howard Kenniston, Elks national
sendee: James L. Burns, supper
committee; Frank L. Kaler. re
lief; John . Dugan, visiting com
mittee; Francis Dyer. Elks Na
tional Foundation; Carl O. Blackington. youth activities; Carl M.
Stilphen. lap^ation; Arthur Jor
dan. auditing; Carl O. Blackington. publicity; Bernard Bergren. »
entertainment
planning board:
Richard Staples, athletic commit
tee; and John L. Knight, justice
of subordinate forum.
Kaler
named all past exalted rulers to
the advisory comm\ne.
Happy is the family that occu
pies a home where there is no
room for doubt.
Enemies are rea'lly friends in
disguise—they keep us on our toes.

niture
Electric Guitar and Amplifier

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size of
AU AT REDUCED PRICES FOR news pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now be
WINTER CLOSE-OUT
purchased at $1 each. Orders may
145-147
| be placed by phone, LYric 4-4401.
or at the office.
tf

OFFICE OF CITY CLERK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
In accordance with Section 1106 of Article XI of the City
“ Charter, the following filed nomination papers for the offices
listed below for the election to be held December 7. 1959.
FOR DIRECTORS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
(Two Year Term)
(Vote for Two)
FRED T. SPAI LDING
138 Talbot Ave.
CHARLES H. McINTOSH
192 Limerock St.
BARBARA VI. GRIFFITH
58 Brewster St.
WALTER R. IXtKER
13 Rankin St.
ROBERT S. CHISHOLM
55 Snminer St.
FOR DIRECTORS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
(Three Year Term)
(Vote for Two)
IRVING H. McCONCHIE
33 Samoset Road
C. MAXWELL AMES
17 Masonic St.
' FOR TRUSTEES OF THE ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
(Three Year Term •

(Vote for Two)
FOR .MEMBERS OF CITY C'Ol MIL
(Three Year Term'
(Vote for Two)
GERALD S. GRANT
HO Rankin St.
RAYMOND F. CROSS
13 Highland St
FREDERICK E. TRIPr
196 No. Main St
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE ROCKLAND PORT DISTRICT
(Five Year Term »
(Vote For One
RICHARD G. SPEAR
164 Talbot Ave.
W 3 It It O N E
WARDEN
‘One Year Term)
ELSIE BRA( KETT
27 Spruce St.

MARI) CLERK
‘One Yeai- Term)
■MARGARET VI. I.ORD
W A I! It T M O
WARDEN
•One Year Term)
(Vote for One)
WINIFRED C. KAKE
FRANCES Q LOWE
WAItl) CLERK
■One Year Term)
(Vote for One)
CYNTHIA B. PACKARD
JANE VI. FOLEY
M A K I) T II It E E

Maine Extension
Safety Is Best
Membership Shows Insurance Says
Increase of 6G0
Maine Council

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

“Insure voui holiday against a
traffic accident!"
This was the advice of the State
Police as they warn motorists and
pedestitans of the special dangers
of the holiday season.
How do we take out this insur- .
ance?
“By observing the three C's of
safety." the police tell us. “Cau
tion. Courtesy, and Common Sense.
The premiums are paid in constant
watchfulness, and th< dividends are
collected in the form of freedom
from pain and tragedy."
The enforcement group urged all
drivers to redouble their caution to
fit the added dangers of the Christ- i
mas - New Year holiday season,
emphasizing that courtesy behind j
the wheel is a tremendous factor .
in the prevention of accidents.
"Give other drivers and pedes-!
trians more than an even break.’
they urged. “If every driver would
folllow this rule, everyone, includ
ing himself, would benefit.”
Speaking especially to pedes
trians. they pointed out that this
coming holiday period is parti
cularly dangerous for those who
wa'k in traffic!
"AU of us are going to be pedes
trians as we go about the business
of Christmas shopping.” they con
tinued "Here's how we ran make
each step a safety step: First:
Never assume that the driver wilt
look out for us. Too many victims
discover too late that the driver
was assuming that the pedestrian
would observe all traffic laws and
that he would look out for himself.
Secondly, use extra care to offset
more hours of darkness. Much of
our shopping is done when the

Hie Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD USED CAR
25-51 Rankin Street

137-S-tf
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

First Home Game
Sunday, Dec. 13

MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
Correspondent
Telephone 14-8

at Augusta

MILLER'S
GARAGE

OF COMMUNITY CONCERT GROUP

Soule, Mrs. Bess B. Gowdy, Mrs.
Vera Warner. Miss Marian Ginn. I The Thomaston semi-pro Clip-1
Mrs. Winola Cooper, Wendell Hadlock, Mrs. Lillian Berliawsky, and pers. who opened their season
Monday by losing at Wiscasset, j
Mrs. Fred Snow of Rockland.
It was voted to keep the mem ! are being directed by Floyd John
bership fees at $6 for adults and son. ex-Rockland High court star
$3 for students; and to present a ’ and newcomer Lloyd Soderberg.
three concert series. This coming ! who is a teacher in' the Thomaston
year any new member also may school system.
attend the Rudie Sinfonetta Concert I Other former cage stars on the
which is being presented the clos | Clipper roster are Bobby Watts,
ing night of the membership cam Freddie Upham. Dick Stone. Ron
paign — so a new member will be nie Jamieson. Henry Carey. Nate
Dick
Woodcock.
Frank
able to attend four concerts for the King.
Leary. Wayne Thompson, and Don
above prices.
Israel Snow. Jr., was elected Hans com.
The Clippers open at home on
first vice president for the coming
year. Mrs. Beulah Ames, who was December 13.
secretary for 10 years, is returning
to that office, with Miss Ethel Payson remaining on as corresponding
secretary.
Two new members
were lidded to the directors, name
ly Mrs. E. K. Morse of Camden
and Miss Madge Fairfax of Thom
i
aston.
The Waldoboro Warriors defeat
ed the Rockland Wrecks 60-49 in
the opening game of the KnoxLincoln semi-pro basketball season
Thursday night at the Community
(Continued from Page One!
Building.
other masonic bodies, including
Rockland led briefly in the first
the Shrine, and the Rockland quarter but faded badly there
Lodge of Elks. Living at 80 Ran after and the visitors steadily piled i
kin Street, he is married and has up a lead.
Gary Heald was the
six children.
top scoter for the Warriors. He
Raymond F. Cross, a newcomer had 14 points as did Jim Kent ot
to the political arena, is 49. and the Wrecks. Others in double fig
resides at 45 Highland Street with ures were Dick Levensaler of Wal- j
his wife and three children. Cross doboro. Norm Kailoch and Paul
has been the owner of the Humpty- Coakley of the Wrecks.
Dumpty Restaurant in Rockland
Score:
Waldoboro (60*
for the past 13 years. After serv
F. Begley 3(2t. Hahn 2. Black 1;
ing as manager of Huston-Tuttle
Book Store in Rockland, he en c, Levenseler 5(1). Laine (1); g.
tered the Armed Forces in World Green 3(D, Ralph 4(1), Heald 7.
War H. where he saw action with Schofield 2.
Rockland (49)
the famed Flying Tigers for two
F, Kailoch 4(3). Kent 6(2); c.
years.
He was discharged with
the rank of seargeant. Cross is a Keizer 1(2); g. Coakley 5. Berry
graduate of Rockland H’gh School 2(2). Alex. Burns 2.
Officials: McGuire and Leonard.
and affiliated with the North
School PTA and the Rockland Con
gregational Church.
Frederick E. Tripp, chairman of
the Council, is completing his first
three-year term as Councilman
after serving eight years on the
City Personnel Examining Board.
The Thomaston High ClippeiTi'ipp. 54. retired from the Maine
State Police after 12 years of duty ettes handed the Rockland girls a
and is presently an investigator double defeat at Thomaston Wed
with the Maine Automobile Regis nesday afternoon, winning the
tration Department. Born in St. varsity game by 5542 and the JV
George, he resides at 196 North contest 20-16. It was Rockland's
Main Stieet. with his wife and second loss in three starts, while
daughter who attends Rockland the Thomaton lassies have broken
even in two.
High School.
Thomaston led through most ot
Richard G. Speai.
assistant
manager of the Penobscot Bay the first half in the varsity game.
Ferry Service Maine Port Au Only to have the visitors tie it in
thority. runs unopposed for re- the closing moments. Thomaston
election to the live year term as again spurted ahead in a nip and
trustee on the Rockland Port Dis tuck third quarter and coasted in
trict. Spear, 38. graduated from from there. Joan Smith of the
Rockland High School in 1941; the winners collected 26 points and ,
Maine Maritime Academy in 1943 Elsa Ilvonen paced the Tigerettes j
with honors; holds a Bechelor of with 22. Varsity score:
Thomaston (53)
Marine Science Degree, and has
F. Smith 10<6). Ward 11. Starr I
studied at the Sperry-Gyro Com
pass School and the Bay Slate 3(1); g. Hill. Grafton. Feyler.
Navigation School. He was deck Morse. Brooks.
Rockland (42)
officer on merchant ships for five
F. Ilvonen 10(2). Gay 6(3). Loth- !
years from 1943 to 1948; a former
navigation officer; Lieutenant in rop 1. Mazzeo 1(1); g. Peterson.
the Navy Reserve; and holds an Cross. Ferrara. Stratton.
16 21 37 55
unlimited Master's Lioense in the Thomaston
11 21 33 42
Merchant Marine. He was active Rockland
Official: Bonney.
in the 1959 Cancer Drive and
served on Boy Scout Troop 2C3
The secret of getting things
Comittee. He lives with his wife
and daughter at 164 Talbot Ave done is to do a little at a time.
nue.
Your car carries the most im
Two contests appeal for ward
officials—in Ward Two for warden portant people in the world - your
Don’t take a chance on
and ward clerk. AU the terms family.
inferior equipment.
The Maine
run for one year.
Ward One: Warden. Mrs. Elsie Highway Safety Committee sug
Brackett of 27 Spruce Street; and gests that we have our garage man
ward clerk. Mrs. Margaret M. check regularly for passible weak
nesses.
Lord- of 23 Jefferson Street.

Waldoboro Wins
Semi-Pro Opener
With Rockland

Eight Candidates

AN INDUSTRIAL FILM IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Richard C. Dollofl. secretary of
the Maine Extension Association
and county agent leader for the
Maine Extension Service, report
ed today an Increase of 597 mem
bers.
This is the increase in
membership at the close of the
annual meetings this year over
that of a year ago. However.
Maine needs 4.594 more member
ships to equal last year’s sea
sonal total reached on June 30.
Nine counties have exceeded
their annual meeting membership
of a year ago. Dolloff said. These
County
Extension
Associations
are:
Washington.
238;
Som
erset. 195; Hancock. 175: York.
131; Penobscot. 109; Aroostook.
69; Cumberland. 66; Knox- Lin
coln. 38; and Oxford, 33.
Couunty Extension Associations
with the largest total enrollments
to date are: Hancock, 1.168;
Aroostook.
1.113;
Cumberland.
1.035: York. 1,014; AndroscogginSagadahoc. 1.009;; Oxford, 1.000;
Penobscot. 985; Somerset 949;
Knox-Lincoln. 934; and Waldo.
933
The
Extension
Association
membership total of 12.740 in
cludes 4.S90 men and 7.850 wom
en. Also, it's composed of 10.984
members who have renewed and
1,756 new members, said Dolloff.
Dolloff urged all 1959 Extension
Association members to renew
their memberships for I960. H»*
also invited all Maine men and
women not now members to join
the Extension Association. This
wav they can help support Ex
tension
work
in
agriculture,
homemaking. 4-H clubs, and al
lied fields.
Interested persons
should get in touch with local Ex
tension Association solicitors or
with the m a rest. Countv Extension
Association office

Clippers To May

VINALHAVEN

The Safety Division of Central Maine Power Company
has a motion picture which should be shown widely in the
interest of public safety. The color film, titled "Rescue
Breathing", pictures and explains in detail the method of
mouth to mouth resuscitation. Prepared by professionals
in the industrial movie field with the actors being medical
men and women, the film shows how any person familiar
with the basic steps shown, and the breath from their own
lungs can save human life in emergencies. Revival of
persons unconscious from drowning, electrical shock, car
bon monoxide poisoning and other causes are dramatically
shown. The film was shown Monday evening to the Kiwanis
Club and is available for showing to other clubs and to
school groups It may be obtained, together with a speaker
from the Safety Division, by contacting any of the local
offices of th. power comuany or the Safety Division office

GERALD S.

The Ladies of the Auxiliary held
their regular meeting and supper.
Thursday evening, at the Legion
Hall. On the supper committee
were Mis. Pat Duncan. Mrs.
Monica Genthner, Mrs. Charlene
Geary.
After the business meet
ing the entertainment committee
consisting of Mrs. Gladys Dyer,
Mrs. Ellen Hopkins. Mrs. Ruth
Haskell, presented the exchange
of gifts off their regular Christ
mas tree.
The Eastern Star will meet Mon
day night at 7.30. There will be
an annual Christmas party and
also an apron sale.
The Wednesday night bowling
match was entertained at the
home of Mrs. Lucy Skoog.
Mrs. Doris Chilles entertained
the Pocus Point Coffee Club Thurs
day. Guests were Mrs. Joan Guptill and Mrs. Vera Conway.
The
Vinalhaven
Extension
Group held their November meet
ing at the Shoe at Old Harbor.
Hostesses were Mrs. Reta Arey,
Miss Marjorie Stone. Mis. Mar
guerite Adair. A delicious sup
per was served.
Miss Edith
Grimes was a guest. having
sewing machine attachments for
her subject. A fine interest was
shown for the knowledge on this
lesson.
On Dec. 15, a meeting
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Mora Thomas at 7 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beckman
were calling on friends at North
Haven Wednesday evening.
Kenneth Polk of Boston is visit
ing his brother and sister-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Polk. Tor a
Mrs. Charlene Geary enter
tained at tea. Thursday. Mrs. Pat
Duncan. Mrs. Lucy Skoog and
Mrs. Lola Swears.
Ralph Warren was a Rockland
visitor Thursday.
Those visiting in
Rockland.
Wednesday, were Mrs. Charlotte
MacDonald. Mrs. Madeline Mac
Donald.
Norman
Dicky
and
daughter June, and Cora Gene
MacDonald.
The Vinalhaven II did not make
her regular trip. Wednesday, on
account of engine trouble. The
Mary A substituted.
Mra. Mora Thomas and Miss
M Uriel Chilles are visiting on the
mainland.
Mrs. Dorothy Hanson enter
tained at tea. Wednesday. Mrs.
Gene .MacDonald. Mrs. Herbert
Peterson. Mrs. Marcia Davis.
Mrs. Peggy Rogers and Mrs.
Priscilla Rosen.
Mrs. Herbert Peterson was a
Rockland visitors Thursday.
There was no school Wednesday
as workmen were repairing the
water pipe lines and the children
certainly enjoyed the beautiful
spring-like day.
Mrs.
Hazel
Kittrid'ge
and
granddaughter Mary Ann were in
Rockland Thursday.

light is fading or in darkness. Un
der such conditions, it is harder
for the motorist to see us
"Another important pedestrian
pointer is extra care in watching
for drinking drivers.
Too many
drivers fail to remember that
drink and driving form a fatal
combination
Christmas spirits
have caused many tragedies, and
many pedestrians have become in
] nocent victims of this highway
menace.
“If pedestrians will keep these
things in mind and if they, and all

drivers, will practice the three
C’s of safety, they will puicha^e
real holiday insurance.’’

Thomaston Girls
In Double Win
Over Rockland

Ward Two: Warden. Mrs. Wini
fred C. Karl of tl Granite Street,
and Mrs. Frances Q. Lowe of 51
Masonic Street; and ward clerk.
Mrs. Cynthia B. Packard of 22
Grace Street, and Mrs. Jane M
Foley of 55 Talbot Avenue.
Ward Three: Wardell. Mrs. Birniece I. Jackson of 24 Franklin
Street: and ward clerk. Mrs.
f.eonise M. Delano of 34 Franklin
Stieet.
Death in traffic is impartial.
The Maine Highway Safety Com
mittee urges us to remember
that the next victim could be any
one of us. Don't take chances,
driving or walking in traffic.

LEGAL NOTICE

A Public Hearing on the Annual
Budget for the fiscal year 1960
of the City of Rockland will be
held in the Council Room, City
Building, at 7.36 P. .VI.. Mon
day, December 14, 1956).
Gerald V. Margeson.
City Clerk.
146-lt

:.v .h-fl.-rson St.

GRANT
l| Granite St
3| Masonic St

Taxpayers
Notice

CANDIDATE FOR
RE-ELECTION AS

CITY
>• Grace M
33 Talbot Ave

WARDEN
•One Year Term*
(Vote for One)
MARGERY B LAWRENCE
II Highland >1
BERNIECE L. JACKSON
24 Franklin St.
WARD C LERK
(One Year Term/
LEONISE VI. DELANO
3f Franklin St.
GERALD I. MARGESON,

CITY CLERK.
-

Monday is the day during which the citizens of the City
of Rockland select those persons who will spend their tax
money and determine the path of their municipal and
school affairs the coming year. It is election day.
The selection of municipal and school officers should
not be taken lightly. Most certainly it should not be left to
only a few voters. There are over 3600 registered voters
in the'community who have every right - it actually amounts
to an obligation - to express themselves in the polling booth.
The average vote in a city election the past decade has been
between 800 and 900. There has been a low’ of just under 400
and a high of 12C0. plus. The highest vote only represented
one-third of the voters, let alone anything approaching a
majority expression.
The excuse of hard to reach polling places with diffi
cult entrances and other inconveniences is no longer valid.
The polling places under the new three ward pattern all af
ford easy entrance and modern buildings in which to vote.
Ward 1 will vote at North School. Ward 2 voters will go
to the Limerock Street entrance of Community Building
and Ward 3 to the 6outh School.
Please remember, you will be selecting the administra
tors of a $17,000,000 corporation which is the City of Rock
land. Tf it was all your cash you would be on hand to
help pick them - very carefully The truth is. a part of it
is yours

Membership in the County Ex
tension Associations of Maine is
running nearly 600 ahead of last
year at this same time. Maine
now has 12.740 Extension mem
bers.

BENNER RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT
Officers and directors of Knox
County Community Concert Asso
ciation met Wednesday evening at
the Farnsworth Museum for their
annual meeting. Election of offi
cers was held and the following
will serve for the coming year:
Hugh M. Benner, president;
Israel Snow. Jr., first vice presi
dent; John R. Egerton. second
vice president; Miss Katherine
Vcazie. third vice president; Mrs.
Beulah Ames, secretary; Miss
Ethel A Payson, corresponding
secretary: and Miss Mary K. Wasgatt. treasurer.
Directors: Mrs. Ambrose Cramer
of Rockport. Mrs. E. K. Morse.
Mrs. Howard Rollins. Capen Ab
bott. Robert Laite. Joseph Bad
ger of Camden. Mis. Mildred
Berry of Warren. Mrs. Mildred Da
mon of Waldoboro. Mrs. Harry
Waterman of South Thomaston.
Miss Madge Fairfax and Mrs. For
est Stone of Thomaston; Rev. Wal
ter Brown of Union. Mrs. Alice
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COUNCILOR

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

Your Vote,
Monday, Dec. 7, 1959
For My Re-election
As a Member of
Rockland's City Council
Will Be Appreciated

December 1, 1959

All Taxpayers of the City of Rockland ore hereby
notified that interest of six per cent will be charged
from September 1, 1959 on all taxes remaining unpaid
after December 21, 1959.
CHARLES A. HAYNES, City Manager.

FOB TRANSPORTATION CALL LYric 4-4675

146-147

146-lt
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Cevasco Reports
On National K. of C.

Convention
Anthony
Cevasco.
associate
delegate to the recent Supreme
Convention of the Knights of
Columbus held in St. Louis. Mo.,
was guest speaker at the regular
meeting of Limerock Council, K.
of C., Wednesday evening at the
K. of C. Home.
Cevasco represented the State
Council at the meeting, the first
time in a decade that a member
of the local Council held that po
sition. He showed movies and
slides of the convention highlights
and landmarks in the city of St.
Louis. The convention was at
tended by delegates from all 50
states plus all North American
countries. 22 Catholic Bishops
also were present for the session.
The next meeting. Dec. 18, Will
be a supper meeting under the
direction of Supper Committee
Chairman Louis Yadeno.
The
menu will consist of baked lasagna
and veal cacciatore. This will be
a Christmas gathering for the
group.
Grand Knight Aime Beaudoin
presided at the meeting.

Two Trees Found
Hit By Dutch Elm
Disease In City
Results of a laboratory analysis
by the Maine Forest Service have
indicated that two Elm trees on
Crescent Street. Rockland, have
the Dutch Elm disease. City Man
ager Charles Haynes disclosed,
Thursday. This is the first in
dication that the tree killer has
entered the City, although it has
appeared in other coastal com
munities.
The Goodridge Tree Service of
Rockport, which handles the care
of trees in thp City, has been noti
fied to cut the trees down and dis
pose of the stumps and bark
through cither fire or burial.
The City Manager’s budget for
into carries an appropriation of
St.000 to handle such matters.

- NOTICE A hearing will be held at the
Selectmen's Office in Thomas
ton. Maine on Dec. 8, 1959 at
7.3(1 p. nt. to act on the applica
tion of Lyle E. Townsend,
Beechwood St., Thomaston, to
locate a trailer on his property
nt said location.
■
J. Warren Everett,
Chairman
Thomaston Planning
and Budget Committee,
Thomaston. Maine.
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Muskie Says Intellectual Development Vital

Municipal Court
THURSDAY

‘ ’ IT

**

i
Mrs. Robert H. House has sold .
her Glen Cove home to Mr. and
i
(Social and community event* Mrs. John L. Hill of Rockland.

Coming Events
arc

solicited (or this calendar. All'
are free and space here cannot be '
purchased.
Strictly commercial I
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can-!
not be accepted. The decision ol!
the editor is final.J

Dec. 5—Owls Head Church Christ
mas Sale at the Owls Head Li
brary at 2 p. m
Dec. S — St. John's Episcopal
Church of Thomaston will hold a
fair at 2 p. m. and supper at 6:30
at the Masonic Temple.
Dec. 5—Silent Auction and after
noon tea at Port Clyde Library
at 1.30 p. m.

Dec. 5—Miriam Lodge of Rebekahs
Reception tor District Deputy
President Mildred Merrill.
Dec. 6—Christmas Concert at the |
Rockland Community Building at1
3:30 p. m. presented by Univer-I
slty of Maine Orchestra and
Chorus, sponsored by Rockland
Rotary Club.
•
Dec. 7—Lady Knox Chapter will'
meet at the home of Mrs. Marion
Lindsey. 23 Water Street.
Dec. 9—The Thomaston Ladies of
St. James' Catholic Church will
hold annual Christmas Fair and
Tea at the Knox Hotel in Thom
aston.
Dec. 10 — Women's Educational
Club Christmas tree party at the
home of Mrs. Helen Gregory.
Glen Cove.
Dec. 10—South Thomaston Commu
nity Service Club Christmas Sale
at 2 p. m. at the Club House.
Dec. 12—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets at St. George
Grange Hall at 2 p. m. Christ
mas tree.
Dec. 13—The Rockland Lady Knox
Chapter. DAR. and Rubenstein
Club Concert held at the Farns
worth Must um at 2 p. m.
Dec. 15—Rockland Garden Club
will hold a luncheon meeting at
the Thorndike Hotel.
Dec. 15—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
will hold its Christmas party at
the Odd Fellows Hall.
Dec. 15 — Deadline for entering
Thomaston Christmas lighting
competition sponsored by Thom
aston Garden Club. Mrs. J. E.
Elliott is receiving applications. 1
Dec. 15—Rockland Garden Club
meets at the Thorndike Hotel for
luncheon at 12:30 p. m
Dec. 16—Inspection of Beach Chap
ter, OES. Lincolnville Beach, by
Juanita Sessions, Worthy Grand
Matron.

Pickup trucks, driven by Rob
ert Gushee, 34. of Granite Street.
Rockland, and Alfred Harjula of
Thomaston, collided at the rotary
on Main Stieet in Rockland, in1
front of the United Home Supply i
Company, late Friday afternoon.
Rockland police said that $85 dam
age whs done to the Gushee truck
and $14 damage to the Harjula
vehicle.

For subscription service on any '
magazine. anywhere
published.;
new or renewal, dial LYric 4-4564.
Catalogues mailed on i equest.
Fred E. Harden. "The Magazine
Man". Rockland, Maine..
146-S&Th-15l!

Gas Installation
Service
CALL

A. C. McLOON
& CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINS
TEL. LY 4-6024

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. LY 4-4212
lit LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. Kenneth George. 60. of
Pleasant Street, Rockland, was ad
mitted to Knox Hospital. Thurs
day morning, with injuries suf
fered as a result of a two car col
lision at the intersection of Park
and Union Streets. Rockland. Rock
land Police said that the accident
happened when cars driven by Ed
ward J. Smith, 34. of Waltham,
Mass., and Mrs. George, came to
gether head-on about 11.50 p. m..
Wednesday. The Smith car con
tinued for a short distance and
struck the Wig-Warm Store on
Park Street. Damage to the cars
was placed at $500 each and $100
damage to the store. Her condi
tion. Friday, was marked as good

In Municipal Court, Thursday I
morning, a resident of Thomaston I
pleaded guilty to driving his ve- ,
hide over Are hose during a Are
at the Lymburner-Slader residence
in Warren. Nov. 27.
Allen D. Niles. 20. of Thomas
ton. paid a $10 Ane. State Police
eaid that the incident happened on
Route 131 while fire departments i
from Thomaston and Warren
battled the $8,000 blaze.
• • •
I
Associate Judge Domenic Cue- i
cinello found William H. Walker!
of Vinalhavcn guilty of dumping'
the contents of a pail in Carver's
Harbor on Vinalhaven, Dec. 2.
and levied a $25 fine. Coastal
Wardens lodged the complaint.
*

«

r

•

FRIDAY

Charges of night hunting. Sunday hunting and having a loaded
.270 caliber rifle in a vehicle
against Francis A. Fernands of
St. George were continued again
to Tuesday
morning.
Judge
Christy C. Adams, who granted
the continuance
in Municipal
BORN
Court. Friday morning, released
Fogg—At Knox Hospital. Dec. 4,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Fogg of Rock him in $400 sureties.
Game wardens charged him
land. a son.
Harjula—At Knox Hospital. Dec. with the three offenses on the
Asa Tupper nf Boothbay Harbor, chairman of the Lincoln County Democratic Committee, discusses
4. to Mr. and Mrs. David Harjula Cushing Road in Cushing. Nov.
of Cushing, a daughter.
22. Counsel tor the respondent party strategy with Governor Clinton Clauson, left; Senator Edmund S.. Muskie, second from left; and
Photo by Shear
Representative
Frank M. Coffin, right.
Darling—At.. Stamford... Conn., sought the continuance in order to
e
Nov. 1ft. to Mr. and Mrs. John T. obtain a witness who was unable
Senator Edmund
S. Muskie achievement or have surpassed which the candidates felt and were
Darling, the former Edith Dennis,
to appear Friday.
stimulated by to campaign for
stressed, Thursday evening, at us.
a son—Dennis William
• • •
He urged that the one thing, the office.
Meenahga Grange in Waldoboro
A
complaint
of non-suport
development of the human mind,
Governor Clauson urged the es
MARRIED
that the development of the hu
which this country can still hold tablishment of a strong two partyUshinan-Sniall — At Kiamesha- against Charles R. Nash, Sr., 40.
man
mind
is
the
most
important
as superior over Russia, has not system which would provide a
lake, N. Y.. Nov. 1. Robert P. Ush- of 15 Willow Street, Rockland,
man of Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y., was continued for sentence to Jan advantage the free world can have been given serious thought In this; system of checks and balances.
and Jeannette Gordon Small of j 4, after the respondent pleaded over the Communist countries. country. He asserted that the He praised the party's Innovation
Rockland, by Rabbi Mordecai i guilty. The State Health and Welsooner this country awakens to of a State Issues Conference
Simckes and Cantor Nathan Zolon- | fare Department charged him The supper and rally, under the the Importance of education, the where the feelings of the people
auspices
of
the
Lincoln
Countydek
I with falling to support his three
better we will be able to meet the are heard and then adopted into
children, ages 14, 13 and 4, on Democratic Comittee, had the challenge of today and tomorrow. the platform for the State elec
DIED
, Jan. 1. and every day thereafter. I three
top
State
Democratic
Speaking on the results of the tion.
Graves—At Rockland, Dec. 4. Al He was releases in $50 personal j
leaders
as
guests.
Senator
Muskie.
Clauson added the party should
study
of the Passamaquoddy Pro
bert F. Graves, age 74 years. Fun recognizance.
Governor Clinton A. Clauson and ject, Muskie expected that a use as food for thought the goal
eral services Monday at 2 p. m.
Representative Frank Coffin.
formal recommendation by the of "good government for all the
from the Burpee Funeral Home
Dr. James Baker from the Vet
The junior Senator from Maine joint
with Rev. Merle S. Conant officiat
international
commission people in the State of Maine."
ing. Interment will be in Seaview erans Hospital in Togus and Har briefly touched upon the Passa will be delivered to both govern
Representative
Coffin
com
old Webb of Union, State Proba maquoddy Project which is pres ments concerned sometime after pared the system of government
Cemetery.
Cohen—At Waterville. Dec. 1. tion and Parole Officer, will be ently under study by the govern the first of the year. He reiterated in Western Europe with our own.
Lipman Cohen of Rockland, age 84 the guest speakers at the open ment; and the political rejuvena
thr- fact that the project will prove particularly in sparsely populated
years. Funeral services were held meeting of the Rockland Group of
Wednesday from the Perlman Fun Alcoholics Annonymoue to be held tion of the Democratic Party in feasible tor only the United States States such as Maine.
the State since 1954 when he won in the terms of cost ratio trans
In Europe, party policy is de
eral Home. Inc., in Worcester.
at the Grand Army Hall. Lime- j his first term as Governor.
lated into the returns outweighing termined at the top, he said, while
Mass.
Rabbi Herchal Fogelman
rock
Street,
on
Sunday,
Dec.
6.
;
Muskie briefly told of his ex contraction. Muskie lauded Gov in States like Maine, the workers
officiated
Interment was in the
Hebrew Cemetery in Worcester, at 8 p. m. This meeting is for periences behind the Iron Curtain ernor Clauson for appointing a on the local and county level tend
anyone who has a problem with i recently where he had a chance committee of Maine citizens to to exert a strong influence on the
Mass.
»
Creighton — At San Francisco. alcohol. For further Information to view the economic advance keep abreast of the project’s lat way the party develops, operates
Calif. Dec. 1. Susan Gayle Creigh now or in the future, write to! ment and the great strides in
est developments.
and grows.
ton. eight months old daughter of Secretary, P. O. Box 111, Rock
science which Russia has made.
He explained that new birth in1 Coffin remarked that counties
Philip M. and Birgit Winsa Creigh land.
All letters or Interviews He noted that in most every In the State Democratic Party in like Lincoln County cannot look
ton. granddaughter of Mr and Mrs.
will be handled confidentially.
stance. they have either matched 1954 was attributed to the “econo back on past success but look
John C. Creighton of Union. Funus in the rate of production or mic and political in stability" ahead to build for the future.
etal services weie held in San
Fiancisco, Calif. Committal serv , Spring-like weather has brought j
ices will be held in the Union Mayflowers.
Francis Parnell of
Charles McIntosh and Walter LoCemetery in Union in the spring. RFD 2. Union, picked one Tues- WEST WASHINGTON
ker.
Brennan—At Waldoboro. Dec. 2. ' day and brought it to The CourierMr. and Mrs. Joseph Laffey and
The Rockiand municipal election
Mrs. Adah Biennan of Port Clyde, Gazette office.
On Thanksgiving Mrs. Mame Powell of North Graf
is scheduled for Monday, and the
age 97 years
Funeral services Day he picked pussy willows.
ton,
Mass.,
arrived
in
town
for
were held Friday from the Davis
polls will be open from 9 in the
the weekend.
Mrs. Powell has
Funeral Home in Thomaston with
morning to 7 in the eevning.
The
Highland's
meandering come to stay for the winter.
Rev Everett E Pender officiating.
Superintendent of School District
Interment was in South Parish i moose paid another visit, Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Marr of
Cemetery In St. George.
day night, to residents of Old Mechanic Falls visited1 with her 5 Bruce Kinney and City Clerk
Ames—At West Palm Beach. County Road. This time the big
sister. Mrs. Myra Whittier over the Gerald U Margeson were guest
Fla., Dec. I Mis. Maude H. Ames hull moose stopped at the corner
speakers at the “Meet Your Can
of Rockland. Private funeral serv of Old County Road and Lake weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brooker and didate" program held at the Farns
ices Saturday at 2:30 p. m. fiom
Mrs. Etta Thompson of Cedar
the Burpee Funeral Home with Avenue to peek in the windows of son. William Brooker, and daugh worth Museum on Wednesday eve Stieet was honored at a surprise
Rev. Roy I Bohanan officiating. , the Kenneth Carroll home. The ter Kim of Millinocket were over
birthday party, last Saturday eve
Intel ment w ill be in Seaview Ceme I Carrolls were asleep hut George night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton ning and sponsored by BPW Club. ning. by her sons, daughters,
Kinney spoke on the School Dis
Whittier, who lives nearby, saw Wellman.
tery
trict. saying that all necessary grandchildren and great grand
the laige animal walk onto the
Refreshments
were
Jim Kelley, Edward Pulak and steps had been taken to assure the children.
CARD OF THANKS
, Carroll lawn, look in the front
1 wish to thank all who sent window, then in the side windows Lawrence Slattery of Leicester, validity of District 5. He said that served by Mrs. Ralph Thompson
cards and gifts or lenumbered me before traveling down into Achorn Mass., were in town for three days he felt that the Legislature could and Mrs. Maurice Johnson.
The guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
of hunting.
in any way while 1 was a patient Cemetery.
and probably would clear up the
Large tracks vividlyat Knox Hospital, also Dr. Heath
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Cooley and confusion regaldmg the districts. Roy F. Thompson and son Kerin.
told the story, Friday morning.
and the nurses.
Special thanks
two children of Gardner, Mass., He said that there were two ways Mrs. Adelbert Smalley and child
arc extended to the blood donors.
ren. Wayne, Darlene, Mr. and
Four Rockland stores. New visited at his home for a week’s to settle the problem - by taking it Mrs. Frank Thompson. Jr., Mrs.
Angus Hennigar
He
Vinalhaven, Maine berry's Woolworths, Bell Shops and hunting trip. Mrs. Patricia Cream to court or by legislation.
Maurice Johnson and children
146-It Aston’s, are to open nights for the i er and son returned with Mrs. noted it would take years to settle
Pamela and Vance, Mr. and Mrs.
Christmas shopping season start-1 Cooley for a visit and visited with in court but he felt that legisla
Ralph Thompson and children.
other
relatives
in
Gardner
ture
could
and
probably
would
4 AKD OF THANKS
ing Monday. Dec. 14, according to
clear up the confusion regarding Ralph. Jr., and Geraldine, Mrs.
Wt sincerely thank and deeply announcements made Friday
Albert Thompson and children
The man who blames his mis the districts.
appreciate the many expressions
Margeson explained the use of Cynthia and Janet, all of Rock
of sympathy, tributes and assist
takes on someone else is merelyCARD OF THANKS
ances from I he many, many friends
the ballot and voting procedure, land
throwing sand in his own eyes
I wish to thank everyone who
and relatives and Jesse's little
Also
Mr
and Mrs. Roland
using an enlarged ballot to illus
friends who so generously shared sent flowers, cards and gifts to me
trate each phase of his explana Thompson and children. Roland.
CARD OF THANKS
while
I
was
a
patient
at
Knox
Hos

our recent bereavement with us.
Jr., and Merton from Alexandria:
We would like to thank our tion. •
Mr. and Mrs Robert Kurr and pital. Special thanks to Dr. Morse.
Mrs. Beatrice Grant, first vice Mr. and Mr3. Joseph LeBIanc and
Family
146’lt Dr. Worthing. Dr. Heath and the friends and neighbors for their kind
staff of nurses.
ness and sympathy shown us dur president, opened the meeting and children. Donna. Joan. Jayne and
greeted the some 50 people who at Sonja from Silver Springs. Md
Elsie Hunt
ing our recent bereavement.
IN MEMOR1.U1
Union, Maine
The Family of Clarence E tended the meeting. Mrs. Richard
In memory ot our mother and
146*lt Davis
146-lt Chase of Glen Cove, chairman of
Help Fight TB
grandmother. Margaret M. Elwell,
public affairs committee, intro
who left us December 6. 1949
duced the candidates who spoke
The years now number ten
That Generations
.
PUBLIC SUPPER
briefly. They were: Frederick E
Since w-t had to let her go
LO.O.F. HALL — APPLETON Tripp" Fred T Spaulding. Mrs
But time can’t change the fact.
to Come may
That we still love and miss her so.
Tuesday, Dec. 8 — 5-7 p. m. Barbara Griffith. C. Maxwell
Sons. Daughters and Grandchil
■Rffflfmfcerl
Meal Loaf — Vegetable — Pies Ames, Gerald Grant. Raymond h .
dren. Spruce Head
146‘lt
Cross. Richaid Spear, and Dr. Rote
Adults $1.00
Children 50c
Use Christmas Seals
Spon. bv Golden Rod Rebekahs ert Chisholm. Candidates unable
146-lt to attend were Irving McConchie.
Driving lit a hurry is charac
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
terized
by improper
passing,
failure to yield right of way and
following too closely. The State
Police urge 11s to make certain
that wc avoid these outstanding
causes of motor vehicle crashes.

Meet Candidates
BPW Session Drew
Attendance of 50

Party Honors
Mrs. Etta Thompson

RAYMOND F.

Rockport Eastern
Star Chapter
Honors Officers
Secretary and Treasurer Night
was observed. Tuesday evening,
by Harbor Light Chapter. OES. at
the Rockport Masonic Hall where
a program was held in honor of
Secretary Mis. Orra Burns and
Treasurer Miss Marion E Upham
for 26 and 20 years respectively.
Distinguished guests
present
were: Past Grand Patron C. Ken
neth Morrill of Lily of the Valley
Chapter, Weeks Mills; Priscilla
Moss.
Grand
Martha. Grace
Chapter, Thomaston; and Marion
Colby, D.D.G.M. of District 11.
Special guests were the secre
taries and treasurers of several
districts.
Secretaries
present
were: Thelma Cole. Arbutus Chap
ter, Liberty;. Helen Maxey. IvyChapter. Warren; Thelma Ellingwood. Primrose Chapter, Belfast;
Helen Studley. Grace Chapter.
Thomaston;
Katherine
Veazie.
Golden Rod Chapter. Rockland;
Lillian Shaw. Seaside Chapter.
Camden; Susie Sleeper, ForgetMe-Not Chapter, South Thomas
ton; Elinor McKenzie, Rosewood
Chapter. Searsmont; Ellie Cole.
Beach Chapter. Lincolnville.
Treasurers present were: Beu
lah Tibbetts. Arbutus Chapter.
Liberty; Helen Hallowell. Grace
Chapter. Thomaston; Doris Pitch
er, Seaside Chapter. Camden:
Aune Bragdon. Naomi Chapter.
Tenants Harbor; Etta Morrill.
Lily of the Valley Chapter, Weeks
Mills; Marleta Packard, Rose
wood Chapter, Searsmont; Edna
White,
Ivy Chapter, Warren;
Gwendolyn
Stratton.
Primrose
Chapter, Belfast.
These guests
were presented Christmas cor
sages and a small gift.
Barbara Robbins, a past matron
of Longfellow Chapter, South
Portland, was guest soloist and
her beautiful voice was enjoyed byall. She was accompanied at the
piano by Mrs. Marion Lermond. a
past matron of Ivy Chapter. War
ren. They were presented gifts
of appreciation from the Chapter.
Worthy Matron Muriel Welt read
letters received from
WorthyGrand Matron Juanita Sessions of
Faydette Chapter. York; Worthy
Grand Patron Kenneth Pullen of
Aldworth Chapter, Milo: Grand
Secretary Mildred K. Collins of
Auburn; and Grand Treasurer
Anne S. Mills of Milo. Also a let
ter from Past Matron and Past
Patron Elizabeth and Everett
Libby, members of Harbor Light
who now live at Manchester, N.
H. Thirty other letters were re
ceived from the remaining other
grand officers and many other
past grand officers.
Sister Orra Burns was honored
with a ceremony (Book of Love I
presented by the worthy- matron
and Star points. In closing, the
book was given to her as a me
mento of the evening. She also
received an Eastern Star Bible
from the chapter. Barbara Rob
bins expressed sentiment of all
past matrons under whom Mrs.
Burns had served with a song.
"Memories."
A gift from the
members of Harbor Light Chap
ter in appreciation for her 26
years as secretary was presented
by the worthy matron.
Mrs.
Burns joined the Chapter. May 18.
1926. and served as worthy ma
tron in 1930. She was appointed
Grand Representative of Grand
Jurisdiction of Connecticut in
Maine in 1957-58. Three daugh
ters. Caroline Barrows of Rock
port. who was present. Lois
Stevens of Bath, and DorothyKennedy of Baltimore. Md.. all be
long to her chapter. Her husband.
Orris Burns. 9r.. was sentinel for
many years and is now confined
to his home with illness. Her son.
Orris Burns. Jr., is a member of
the Masonic Lodge in Camden.
Miss Marlon Upham was hon
ored with a ceremony featuring a

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
RO4KIAND
and

THOMASTON

YOUR von IN
THE COMING ELECTION,
MONDAY, DEC 7, 1959,
WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.

choosing a family monu
I*ment,
your choice is not

only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your defendants.

1 16-lt

Chester Brooks
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 76 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON, Fleetwood 4-6531

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom. Thomaston, Maine
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Close behind the vending ma
chine as a major cause for Ameri
cans using more coins than ever
before may be the increasing use
of state sales taxes, says Tax
Foundation. Inc. It points out, for
example, that at the end of June,
1958, the United States had $91 mil
lion worth more of coins in stock
than it did at the beginning of that
fiscal year.
During the year,
United States mints issued for cir
culation 1.8 billion domestic coins
with a face value of $93 million.
One cent pieces. (1.3 billion of
them were shipped for circulation),
were in greatest demand that year,
comprising 72 per cent of the six
coin denominations issued. Of tha
total shipped, nearly 13 per cent
was dimes.
Where - and why - many of these
coins went, is demonstrated by figures showing that total state col
lections from all sales and grow
receipts’ taxes rose from $4-368
million in 1949 (in 48 states), to
$9,289 million in 1959 (in 49 states).
This was an increase of $4,914
million, or 112.8 par cent, the
Foundation said.
In the latest year, these colleotions were 58.7 per cent of all state
tax collections, amounting to $15,821
million.
The figures include general sales
tax collections, estimated at $3,991
million tor 33 states on June 30th
(19591 as compared with $1,609 mil
lion for 27 states on June 30, 1949.
One of the biggest items in the
list of selective taxes, motor vehi
cle fuel, went up 124 per cent in
the 11 years. 1949-59. or from $1,961
million, to an estimated $3,048 million. In the same period, selective
sales taxes on alcoholic beverages
increased 41 per cent, or from $40$
million to an estimated $609 mlk
lion, while selective sales taxes on
tobacco products increased 76 per
cent, or from $388 million to an
estimated $680 million.
Smallest gainer In the 11 year
span were admissions taxes. They
increased nearly seven per cent, or
from $15 million to $16 million.

The only kind of happiness
worth while comes from doing
things that are worth while.
Read The Courier-GaZette

From Union, Vinalhaven, Belfast, Warren, Islasbaro,
Cushing, North Haven — from everywhere everyone's

coining to Rockland to SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS

IV. C. £add and Sew
DIAL LYric 4-4461

14 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND
146-lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

INSULATE

YOUR ATTIC
And Keep Your Houm*
Marnier in Winter and 10 to 20
Degrees Cooler in Summer

nnnBSRsmnssEsnn

That's Where the
Money Goes

INSURANCE AGENTS

Candidate for
CITY
COUNCIL

Me quickly and efficiently
assume responsibility for the
many details which often
prove to be a real burden
to those who remain.

chapter. Miss Upham is a paat
matron of Harbor Light having
served in 1937. She was appointed
district deputy grand matron of
District 11 in 1962-53; she is a paat
president of the Knox County Past
Matrons’ and Past Patrons' As
sociation and is now serving as
past president of the Maine OES
Deputy Association. Her mother,
Mrs. Cora Upham, and two sis
ters, Mrs. Helena Kenney and
Mrs. Dorothy Young were present
at the meeting.
There were over 90 present at
the meeting with 17 chapters rep
resented.
Refreshments
were
served in the newly decorated
dining room where seasonable ar
rangements decorated the tables.
Committee serving for the meet
ing were: Ceremony and enter
tainment and general arrange
ments. Worthy Matron Muriel
Welt: decorations. Lillian Simon
ton and Alice Simonton, assisted
by Bernice Farrow, Roland Rich
ards and Howard S monton, Jr.;
refreshments, soliciting, Lillian
Simonton and Alice Simonton;
kitchen help. Bertha Cox, Mar
garet Fenwick, Elizabeth Annie;
waitresses,
Caroline
Barrows,
Helena Kenney, Dorothy Upham,
Grace King and Doris Graffam.
Coffee was poured by John Fen
wick and Harvey Simonton.

From All Over

CROSS

13B-S-U

treasurer chest In whieh 9k$ re
ceived a token of friendship, Ap
preciation and lore for her tl
years of service to the chapter.
Two songs, "If We Could TeB
You” and “Always", were sung
by the soloist. She also received
an Eatern Star Bible from the

SAVINGS IN FUEL
UP TO 40%

“Bill” Schofield
15 GROVE ST.

ROCKLAND
PHONS LYrto 4-5947
146-lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Rockland tarbritatftr;^Uhndbu^DoeMbr 3,W5*
The Rockland Extension Associa

JEANETTE GORDON SMAU. IS WED

tion will meet at the American Le
gion Home on Tuesday, Dec. 8,
at 10:30 a. m. The subject for the
day will be "Program Scheduling".
(t f £ I '
Dinner will be served at noon by
Mrs. Della Richardson. Mrs. Elsie
Munsey, Mrs. Florence MacMillan
and Mrs. Merle Bartlett. Members
are requested to bring dishes, silver
Mrs. Electa Dennis has received and a fifty cent gift for the Christ-,
Michelle Skinner, daughter of
Mr. and. Mrs. John H. Skinner, word that her son-in-law and mas tree.
was guest of honor at a party daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Mr. arid Mrs. Isidor Gordon and
celebrating her sixth birthday on Darling, of Stamford, Conn., have
Tuesday, Dec. 1, given by her a boy. Dennis William, born on grandson. Wayne Martin Small,
mother at their home at 10 Perry Thursday, Nov. 19. Mrs. Darling icturned home Sunday after spend
Street. Games were played and is the former Edith Dennis of ing the holiday as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Ushman (Jean
prizes won by Mary Jean John Rockland.
nette Gordon Small) at their home
ston, Allen Leo. Holly Hodgkins
A well baby' clinic will be held in Cliffside Park. Cornwall-on-Hud-1
and Frank Mace.
Mrs. Skinner
served refreshments which fea at the Community Building on Mon son. New York. While there they
tured two birthday cakes decorated day, Dec. 7. from 2 to 4 p. m. attended a reception at the Otter-1
in pink and yellow. The guests Dr. Frank Kibbe will be in attend kill Country Club given in honor
were presented with birthday ance. Immunizations for whooping of Mr. and Mrs. Ushman.
favors and clown baskets filled cough, diphtheria and tetanus will
The Junior Rubinstein Club will
with candy. Guests were Deborah be given, and vaccinations for
hold a Christmas party on Mon
Young, Marion Musial. Susan Skin smallpox.
day, Dec. 21, at the Farnsworth
ner, Debbit^ Richardson. Angeli
Seavey and Debbie Fowles. Spe
The following committees have Museum.
cial guest was her aunt, Mrs. Pris been selected to serve on the
The Rockland Garden Club will
cilla Lundevall.
Shoppers Supper to be held at the
Universalist Church on Friday. meet at the Thorndike Hotel on
The Catholic Women’s Club meet Dec. 11. from 5:45 to 6:45 p. m. Tuesday, Dec. 15. Luncheon will
ing, which was to have been held They are: Co-chairmen Mrs. Stuart be served at 12.30 p. m.
on Monday. Dec. 7. has been post Burgess and Mrs. Dana Newman:
Mrs. Edward M. Benner, Broad
poned to Monday. Dec. 14. due to tickets. Mrs. Levi Flint; dining
room. Fireside group; kitchen. way, is a patient at Knox County
the city election.
Mrs. Carl Reed and Mrs. Eliza General Hospital.
Gladys Blethen entertained the beth Partridge; and waitresses.
The Lincoln County Orchestra
Tonian Circle at her home on Mrs. Alfred Benner. Mrs. John
Wednesday evening with 19 mem McLoon and Mrs. Rupert Stratton. will present its annual Christmas
bers1 present. Boxes of Christmas Tickets may be obtained by res-. Concert at the Second Congrega
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Ushman
gifts were wrapped for the Au ervation only.
Call Mrs. Levi j tional Church in Newcastle, Sun
day evening. Dec. 13, at 8 p. m.
gusts State Hospital.
The next Flint, LYric 4-4345
The Concord Hotel, Kiamesha I Following the ceremony, the
Guest soloist will be baritone Lake, N. Y., was the scene on Sun-1 couple left for an extended trip
meeting will be a Christmas party
to Acapulco, Mexico City, and Cen
held at the home ot Miss Kath
Joan Gherardi entertained at a Richard Hayden of Portland.
day, Nov. 1, of the wedding of tral America. The bride chose as
erine Veazie. She will be assisted coke party recently at her home;
The regular business meeting of Jeannette Gordon Small, daughter her traveling ensemble a blue Dior
by Dorothy Radcliffe.
at 93 Park Street. Guests who at-1
tended were: Judy Segal. Brian the High School PTA will be held of Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gordon of suit with a matching hat and gray
The Christmas meeting of the Jordan, Ann Barter. Charles Blais-) at the school on Monday, Dec. 7. 126 Limerock Street, to Robert P. accessories.
The ensemble was
Rounds Group of the Congrega dell, Harriet Richardson, Richard The teachers will demonstrate the Ushman of Cliffside Park, Corn- • complimented by an orchid cor
tional Church will be held at the Young. Martha Miller and Melville new audio visual aid equipment. wall-on-Hudson, N. Y., son of Mr. sage.
church on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at Nevells.
Mrs. Ushman graduated from
Refreshments will be served fol and Mrs. Louis Ushman of New
7:30 p. m. The members will en
lowing the meeting.
burgh, N. Y.
The double ring Rockland High School in Rockland,
joy a Christmas tree following the
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howe, Jr.,
ceremony was performed by Rabbi the Lesley School, School of Edu
business meeting. The hostesses the former Maerice Reynolds of
Mrs. Aletha Munro of 40 Broad Modecai Slmckes and Cantor Na cation and Boston University, all
will be Corinne Edwards. Julia Rockland, and three children of Street, has received word that than Zolondeck.
in Boston. She is active in social
Keene, Alice Spear. Mabel Bowley Newport spent Sunday with her her daughter, Patricia Munro
The bride wore a street length and civic organizations.
and Marion Cook.
mother. Mrs. Elitha Reynolds, 28 Clements, is a patient at the 75th gown of pure silk imported cham
Ushman graduated from New
North Main Street. Their daugh Station Hospital. A.P.O. 154, New- pagne peau de soie, fashioned with burgh Free Academy, Newburgh:
ter. Marilyn Howe, spent the holi York. The report from the hos a bouffant jupe low drape bodice Clarkson College of Technology,
day weekend with her grandmother. pital was that the patient is im and self clutching bow. The gown Department of Chemical Engineer
Mrs. Reynolds.
proving and her condition is satis was styled in the empire silhou ing. and Johns Hopkins University
factory. She is the wife of Pfc. ette of the 1880 period. Her match Graduate School of Engineering.
Daughters of St. Bernards' post Elwin Clements, U. S. Army, sta ing hat was a halo of silk roses and He belongs to Kerem Lodge.
poned their Tuesday. Dec. 1. meet tioned in Germany.
veiling.
She wore a corsage of AF&AM. Kerem Chapter. OES,
ing and will hold a Christmas party
Middletown Lodge of Perfection.
white orchids.
AT UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
and covered dish supper at 6:30
Captain Mary S. Emery has
The matron of honor, Mrs. Mil- Cornwall Businessmen’s Associa
p m on Wednesday. Dec. 9. at the closed her home at Crescent Beach ton Ushman of Newburgh. N. Y.. tion and the New York State Retail
Knights of Columbus Hal!. Mrs. and left. Thursday, for Florida, wore an emerald green peau de Hardware Association. He is affi
Mario Grispi
and
Mrs. Ann where she will spend the winter. soie gown fashioned with a por liated with Ushman Brothers. Inc
4.45 to 6.45
Escorsio have been appointed sup Her addres will be 461 Riverview trait neckline' and bell-shaped
Those who attended from Maine
per co-chairmen.
Members are Drive, Melbourne, Florida.
BY RESERVATION ONLY
skirt. She wore a matching hat were: Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gor
asked to bring a gift for the Christ
and her gown was complimented don, Wayne Martin Small, Morris
(Donation) Tickets $1.25
mas tree and also articles for Au
An election of officers for the by an orchid corsage.
146‘lt
■ Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gor
gusta State Hospital.
coming year will be held at the
The junior maid of honor, Miss don and daughters. Susan, Joan,
Nurses Guild meeting held at the Susan Gordon, of Pen-Bay Acres, ind Judith, and Miss Madeline
home of Mi's. Priscilla Sukeforth Rockland, niece of the bride, wore Philbrick. all of Rockland, and Mr.
in Thomaston on Wednesday eve a turquoise blue silk organza over and Mrs. Morris Blumenthal of
THE SMILING COW will remain open
ning, Dec. 9. A Christmas party taffeta dress, fashioned with a fit Portland.
after Christmas, for the winter in its An
will follow the meeting. Members ted bodice and tiered skirt. She
Pre-nuptial parties included a
are asked to bring 50 cent gifts for carried a nosegay of yellow roses. dinner given in their honor by
nex, (formerly Central Maine Power Com
the tree.
The best man was Milton Ushman Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ushman at
pany Store.)
of Newburgh, N. Y., brother of the their home on Memorial Drive,
We will appreciate your suggestions
Mrs. Robert McIntosh, social bridegroom.
Newburgh; and a dinner party
chairman,
announced
at
the
Nu
for goods and services not now available
The bride’s mother wore a pea given them by the bride's parents
Chapter
Beta
Sigma
Phi meeting cock blue sheath dress with match at the Palatine Hotel in Newburgh.
in Camden.
Thursday evening, that plans are ing hat and a corsage of yellow or Guests included Mr. and Mrs. Jack
We are now open Sunday afternoons for your shop
being made for a Christmas chids. The mother of the bride Slotnick and Miss Sai ah Block oi
party for members and their hus groom wore a royal blue peau de New York City; Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ping convenience and will be open every evening begin
bands. to be held on Saturday. soie dress, matching hat and a ward Gordon Morris Gordon and
ning Monday, Dec. 7th until Christmas.
Dec. 19. at the home of Dr. and corsage of yellow orchids.
Miss Madeline Philbrick of Rock
Open House Door Prize Winner: Henni Brown, Bay View
Mr. Russell Abbott, Old County'
A reception dinner was held at land; Mr. and Mrs. Morris Blum
S,r.«, Comden.
Road. Wer.dell Hadlock. director the hotel immediately following the enthal of Portland; Mr. and Mrs.
of the Farnsworth Museum, was ceremony with music played by Milton Ushman and Mr. and Mrs.
guest speaker. Co-hostesses for Cy Appe.ll's orchestra. The guest Louis Ushman of Newburgh. N. Y.,
the evening were Mrs. Abbott book was circulated by Miss Made- . and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hoffman
Remember the Camden Community Hospital Auxiliary
and Mrs. Bruce Saunders.
line Philbrick.
of Highland Falls, N. Y.

SHOPPERS'
SUPPER

Friday, Dec. 11

Greens Sale, Dec. 10th.
146-lt

Wife Gives Away Furnace
Finds New Way To Make
House Warm For Hubby
KNOX COCNTY, MAINE
— A revolutionary new way
to heat house* with electri
fied glass is now available to
Kn«- County home owners.
Airttoy more uwu „au a
'million families from Alaska
to the tropics are enjoying
fabulotrs benefits in comfort,
health, safety and convenience,
provided by this new method.
Yet they are making fantastic
savings in their living costs!
Called “Glassheat,” this
new system makes use of slim,
silvery glass panels that radi
ate the same infra-red rays
(not ultra - violet “sunburn”
rays) that make Nature’s own
sunshine so warming and
beneficial.

Fingertip Control
in Every Room
Unlike conventional house
heating systems, radiant
“Glassheat" is fast heat —
there’s no waiting. You turn
It on and off as easily as you
flip light switches — and in
minutes a room is flooded with
the same soaking, penetrating
warmth as you And in Spring
sunshine! Furthermore, sep
arate thermostats in every
room give you the exact tem
peratures you want, when and
where you want them, without
eold spots or drafts.
Saves Money Many Ways
There’s no flame. Nothing
burns. No heat goes up the
chimney or is wasted where
you don’t want it. Fumes,
smoke, soot, smudge, dirt,
grime and ashes are ail elimi
nated. So are most of your
hausecleaning, drycieaning
and re-decorating bills! Fur
thermore, thers are no main-

A regular meeting of the High
School PTA will be held on Mon-|
day. Dec. 7. at 7 30 p. m. at Rock
land High School. The teachers;
will demonstrate the new audio
visual aid equipment.
Refresh-1
ments will be served following the
meeting.
Mrs. Iahelle Staples, who makes
her home with her son-in-law and
daughter, Dr. and Mrs. Blake
Annis. Park Street, is in Portland
visiting her other son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
McLeod.

OPEN
TILL 9.00
EVERY NIGHT

Western Auto
Associate Store
; 441 MAIN ST.
tenance, repair or replacement
costs. And because “Glass
heat" doesn't burn, scorch,
create gases or explode—you
may expect savings on your
fire insurance—and peace of
mind when you take your fam.
ily on vacations and motor
trips!

R0CKLAND3
146-ltjj

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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Takes Only One-Day to Install
“Glassheat” is now avail
able for single-room or com
plete home installations ... at
low cost... on a first come,
first served basis. If you are
modern-minded, let us give
you the facts and a FREE
estimate of how much money
an installation could save you
in your home! No obligatier
of course.

■

Karen and Elaine Thompson of
Lynnfield. Mass., were the week
end guests of their grandmothers. '
Mrs. Charles Coolbroth of Tenants ■
Harbor and Mrs. John Thompson, j
Samoset Road.

R. F. BLAISDELL A CO.
Distributors For Maine
CAMDEN. MAINE
TEL. CEdar 6-3582

OR SEE THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:

ROBERT S.
CHISHOLM

YOUR von WILL BE APPRECIATED
146-lt

At Reception
Teachers of the Gilford Butler
School in South Thomaston will be
entertained by the School Improve
ment League at a reception at the
school, Wednesday. Dec. 9.
In
addition to the Butler School fac
ulty. special area teachers of the
district have been invited.
Special guests will be Superin
tendent of Schools Bruce Kinney
and’ three directors from South
Thomaston.
* League President Mrs. Evelyn
Gargas urges all patients and
friends to attend.
Serving on the arrangements
committee are Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Butman. Mrs. Mary Burgess
and Mrs. Ethel Godfrey.

..............
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Nicole Kimball of Waldoboro, left, and Gail Chiroine of Warren,
right, are among nine Knox and Lincoln County students who will ap
pear with the University of Maine Glee Club and Orchestra in a Sunday
concert at the Rockland Community Building. Some 1S5 students will
participate in the annual affair sponsored by the Rockland Rotary Club.

Blacks Honored
By Children On
49th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Black
of 98 Camden Street, were hon
ored by their sons and daughters-1
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lester L. ;
Black of Friendship and Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis L. Black of Thomas-:
ton. at a surprise party celebrat
ing their 49 wedding anniversary
held Thursday evening.
The
guests of honor received flowers,
many cards and gifts from their
friends and relatives.
Refreshments, which featured a
beautifully decorated heart shaped
anniversary cake made by Mrs.
Ervin Hustus. was served by the
hostesses and the Blacks’ grand
daughter, Sandra Black of Friend
ship.
Guests who attended were: Mr
and Mrs. Richard Ralph and Mrs.
Priscilla Day. both of Waldoboro;
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hustus and
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Hustus of
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Monahan of Tenants Harbor were
invited but unable to attend.

Mrs. Harjula Is
New President
Of Beaverettes
New officers for the coming
year, were elected at the Beaver
ettes Christmas party, held at the
Grand Army Hall on Thursday
evening, Dec. 3. They are as fol
lows;
Mrs.
Mildred
Harjula,
president; Mrs. Etta Anderson
vice president; Mrs. Kitty St
Clair, treasurer; and Mrs. Betty
Mrs. Harjula
Axtel, secretary.
presided over the short business
meeting.
Mrs. Shirley Columb.
chairman of the nominating com
mittee, read the list of jew offi
cers aa they were voted upon.
A covered dish supper preceded
the business meeting with Mrs.

The program of the Christmas
Concert, by the. Maine Glee Club
and Orchestra to be held at the
Rockland Community Building at
3:30 p. m., Sunday, Dec. 6. for the
benefit of the Rockland Rotary
Club scholarship fund is as follows:
Prelude.
Noel Suisse
Daquin
Brass Trio and Piano
Antiphon.
Advent
Belcher
Maine Glee Club
Processional Tvmn.
Portuguese
Adeste Fidelis
Glee Club and Orchestra
The Prophecy,
Isaiah. Chapter 9: 2, 6. 7
Offertorio,
Ave Maria
Rachmaninoff
Glee Club
The Christmas Story,
St. Luke, Chapter 2: 1-4
Oratorio. Christmas. Part I
Christians. Be Joyful
Now It Came To Pass
See Now The Bridegroom
Prepare Thyself. Zion
How Shall I Fitly Meet Thee
For Us. To Earth He Cometh
Mighty Lord, and King
All-glorious

Ah! Dearest Jesus
Glee Club and Orchestra
Sequence,
Magnificat
Pachelbel
Brass Quartet
Carols. ,
Did Mary Know?
While Shepherds Watched

Helmi Ranta in charge, assisted
by Mrs. Verna Thomas. Mrs.
Elsie Brackett, Mrs. Kitty St.
Clair. Mrs. Dorothy Careley and
Mrs. Ruth Wiggin. The table and
hall decorations were done by
Mrs. Kav Lunt.
The entertainment *committee,
Mrs. Blanche Slader, Mrs. Mil
dred Harjula and Mrs. Kay Lunt
had charge of the games played
and the dance held following the
meeting.

Mr. Motorist, take your time!
You just can’t stop on an icy dame!

Belcher
On Christmas Eve
Osborne
Early One Morning
Osborne
Cradle Song
Sleeper
Praise Be To God On High
Sleeper
Glee Club
Sequence,
In Dulci Juhilo
Praetorius
Brass Quartet
Motet,

Omnes de Saba
Gallus
Glee Club
Recessional Hymn,
Joy To The World
Handel
Glee Club and Orchestra
Nunc Dimittis,
St. Luke. Chapter II: 29-32
Response.'
Silent Night
Gruber
Glen Club
Postlude,
Fanfare from Ihr Lieben
Christen
Buxtehude
Brass Trio and Piano

Don't try to buy friendship—it
never lasts like the ones you earn
on your merits.

PARAMOUNT
RESTAURANT
397c SATURDAY SPECIAL 97c|

Don't allow headlights and taillights to become obscured with ice.
dirt, snow, and grease. The Maine
Highway Safety Committee urges
us to make sure that we can see
and that the other fellow can see
us. Make it a habit to clean those
lights regularly.

McINTOSHES
HOME BAKED BEANS
Brown Breud
Frankfort
Coffee - Hot Rolls - Jello
We Will Be Closed Sundays
During the Winter Months.
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Fellowship Fetes
Husbands At
Dinner Meeting

Members of Fireside Fellowship
of Universalist Church, with their
husbands as guests, met at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. William
Robbins in Glen Cove on Thurs
day evening. The hosts served a
delicious chicken dinner.
The rooms and tables were taste
fully decorated in keeping with the
Christmas season, and the mem
bers enjoyed group singing during
Mrs. Evelyn Bridges. Mrs. Mad-; the evening.
After the dinner, the following
eline Benner. Mrs. Lois Teel and
Mrs. Margaret Knowlton have been' officers for the coming year were
awarded a weekend trip to Boston elected: President, Dorothy Spear;
for recruiting hostesses for com-, vice president. Mrs. Elizabeth
mercial parties. Accompanied by' Knight; secretary, Virginia Watkin
their husbands, they are spending) son; and treasurer. Cecile Moore.
Committees appointed were: Pro
the weeeknd at the Sherry Bilt
more Hotel and while in Boston gram, Mis. Virginia Sawyer; ways
will be entertained at the Blue Hill and means. Jessie Hiller, assisted
by Dorothy Gray. Harriet Bentley
Country Club.
and Ruth Barrows; telephone. Miss
Set a good example by square Priscilla
Staples;
membership.
dealing- -not by shouting.
Mrs. Frances Lowe; and publicity,
Mrs. Laura Gregory.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
The next meeting will be held at
the home of Miss Priscilla Staples.
Admontem Avenue. Time will be
announced later.

Graduate of Rockland High School, Holy Cross College and
the University of Maryland Dental School. A practicing dentist
in the city since 1952. Parent ol four children and a former
teacher, deeply interested in school problems.

BERT BROOKS, 136 Washington Street, Camden
CHESTER PENDLETON, Main Read, Dark Harbor

To Honor Teachers

The Lady Lions will hold a1
Christmas party in Camden at
Hosmer Pond, Wednesday, at the 1
cottage of Mrs. Blake Annis. The j
meeting will start at 6.30 p. m. I
and members are asked to bring)
box lunches and Christmas gifts:
for exchange. Hostesses will be'
Phyllis Grant, Esther Novicka. !
Barbara Fowles and Katie Akers, i

Candidate For
Two Year Term As a
DIRECTOR OF SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE
DISTRICT 5
At the
Rockland Municipal
Election
Monday, Dec. 7

For Fall Information
Contact

FAMlUAft MUSIC IN SUNDAY CONCERT

South Thomaston

BEST FUEL DEAL
IN TOWN!
2^-.

<--?s

, rx

9%!''.
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Whet has Dennis the Menace done today? Has Dick Tracy gotten out of his latest jam?
These are typical questions NEWS readers ask themselves each day. Comic strips,
exactly 32 of them, keep 75,000 NEWS reader families interested and amused by their
adventures. The "funnies" is just one more reason why an increasing number of Maine
families are reading the NEWS six days a week, 52 weeks a year. Far more of every
thing in a daily newspaper, subscribe today to Maine's Largest Daily. For carrier bay de
livery, call CEdar 6-2737 in Camden, ar for mail delivery, take just a moment now to
fill in the coupon below.

I CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

T TSbT?

*”1

| Hangnr Daily Nnua
COT TPON

filILF SOUR BEAT
...the world’s

finest

x

Maritime Oil Co.

491 MAIN STREET' BANGOR, MAINE

I

Please start The NEWS upon receipt of this order... I

FOR MAIL I

NAME

.. .... ...... ...... ..... |.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

( ) 1 Year - $16.00 .

DELIVERY 1STREET.......................()6 mos.-$8.501
a^ava^xva

heating ell

284 PARK ST. TEL. LY 4-44T
ROCKLAND, MAINE
94-EOItf

|

I
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........................
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(Out of State, $2.00 per Mo.)
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son-Sermon entitled “God the Only bouse at 7 p. m. The December
Cause and Creator.”
Association BYF Rally will be held
Scriptural selections will include at Thomaston at 7 p. m. Monday.

Clmrcb Drwfl
The Rockland congregation of the
Church of Christ meets at the GAR
Ball at 3 p. m. Sunday. A genera!
invitation is extended to all to at
tend these services.

St. Bernard’s Catholic Church,
Rockland, Sunday, Masses. 8 and
11 a. m.
St. James’ Catholic
Church, Thomaston, 9.30 a. m.
Mass every third Sunday at 8 a.m.
Our Lady of Good Hope Catholic
Church, Camden, 9.30 a. m.
• • •
St. Peters Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Obi. I. W.,
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
kt 9.30.
Weekday Masses, Tues
day, Thursday, and Friday at 7.30;
on Wednesday at 6 a. m.

by the pastor, Rev. Roy I. Bo
hanan, will be on “A Winter Ship
wreck”, another in the Moments
to Remember series.
Monday evening there will be
an area-wide Brigade “Dads” and
leaders meeting with the New
England Representative of Chris
tian Service Brigade, Rev. David
Rowe, speaking, and opening with
a supper at 7. Also on Monday,
Boy Scout Troop 204 wifi meet at
7, and Explorer Pioneer Girls will
go bowling at 5.30 followed by a
meeting at Kathryn Argyle’s
home. On Tuesday in the Golden
Hour of Prayer and Praise at 7.30,
the pastor will speak on "What
We Believe About Church and
State”, and colored slides taken
during the building of the new ad
dition will be shown. The Board
of Christian Education meeting
will follow this. On Wednesday,
the Pilgrim Pioneer Girls will
meet at 3.30. Boys Stockade and
Boys.Battalion at 7. and choir re
hearsal at 7. On Friday, the Jun
ior Ambassadors will meet at 3.30
and the Colonist Pinoneer Girls
will meet at 6.30 and will have
their regular meeting. Hollowed bj'
a Christmas party and a "Pajama
Party". The Prayer Hour will be
held on Saturday at 7.30.
• • •

this verse (I Chronicles 16:29);
"Give unto the Lord the glory due
unto his name; bring an offering,
and come before him: worship the
Lord in the beauty of holiness.”
Correlative passages to be read
from "Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy include (246: 13. 23):
"As the physical and material, the
transient sense of beauty fades,
the radiance of Spirit Man. gov
erned by immortal Mind, is always
beautiful and grand. Each succeed
ing year unfolds wisdom, beauty,
and holiness."
Sunday services and Sunday
School are both at 10:30 a. m. with
the Wednesday evening meeting at
7:30.
• • •

The Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, Merle Conant minister,
will worship at 10:30. The pastor
• • •
will preach on the subject. “The
St. Jonn ine Baptist Episcopal
Unchangeable One”. Anne Davis
Church, Thomaston: Holy Commu
will play “Largo” by Handel,
nion every Sunday at 8 a. m., pre-1
“Morning Hymn" by Koltzmar,
ceded by morning prayer at 7.40
and “Postlude in E flat” by
a. m. Sunday School every Sunday
Batiste. The senior choir will sing
at 10.90 a. m. except first Sunday
an anthem and Warren Hill will
of the month. Morning Prayer and
present the solo, "My Task”, by
Fattn.y Service first Sunday of each
Ashford. The Church School will
monui ior parents and children. A
meet for its session at 11:30 and the
warm invitation is extended to
Youth Fellowship meets at 11:30
everyone to attend tnis service.
with Alton Cole as teacher. Troop
Communion breakfast at 9 a. m.
202 meets on Monday with Board
each Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
of Review, Court of Honor, and an
...
Eagle Award for Donald Johnson.
Services for the Church of Jesus
The junior choir will rehearse on
Christ of Latter Day Saints, "Mor
Thursday afternoon at 3:15 and the
At the Congregational Church, senior choir in the evening at 7:15.
mon Church", are held each Sun
• • •
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
Army Hall in Rockland.
The The Second Sunday in Advent Will
The People’s Methodist Church of
Priesthood meeting for the men is be observed on Sunday at 10:40 South Thomaston will hold its
held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the a. m. with special music by the Church School at 10 o'clock and
Grand Army Hall.
The Relief senior choir and a sermon by the evening service at 7 o'clock. The
Society for the women is held Wed pastor, “Sunshine and: Shadow”, pastor will speak on the theme
nesday evening at 7.30. Everyone a study of Elizabeth and’ Mary. “The Unchangeable One”. All mem
to cordially invited to attend all The Sacrament of the Lord’s Sup bers of the parish are welcome to
per will be observed, and new the service.
services and meetings.
• • •
members received. Church School
...
»
Dr. Vernon Grounds, president of classes will convene at 9 for four
The
Reorganized, Church of
the Conservative Baptist Theolo- I year olds through high school, and Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
gical Seminary in Denver, Colo., ! at 10:30 for two year olds through Highland Street, Elder George
Will be the guest speaker in the grade eight. Pilgrim Fellowship Woodward', pastor: Church School
morning service at 10.45 at the : will convene at 6 for all high school at 10 a. m. under the direction of
First Baptist Church this Sunday. students.
Deacon Bernard Hastings; Com
Communion Service will be held 1 Appointments for the week in munion service at 11 a. m.; the
during this service. All depart clude: Monday. Girl Scout Troop Zions Youth League will meet at
ments of the Sunday School will 10 at 3, and Boy Scout Troop 203 5 p. m. The evening service will
meet at 9.30 a. m. The Youth at 7; Tuesday. Girl Scout Troops be at 7 p. m. with Priest Gene
Choir will rehearse at 5 o'clock to 2 and 10 at 3, and Troop 7 at 6; Wed Walton the speaker. The Wednes
sing in the evening service. At nesday, the Rounds Group meets at day evening prayer service will be
5.45, the Early Teen Agers will the church at 7:30, and at the same held at 7 p. m. All Wednesday
have a meeting on the topic, "I hour the Board of Deacons meets at evening prayer meetings during the
Dedicate My Talents,” led by the parsonage; Thursday, the Men’s month of December will be under
Raymond Wooster. In the Senior Association will meet at 6:30 for the direction of Elder Pearl Bill
Ambassadors meeting at the same supper, followed by a program ings. The men of the priesthood
hour, Nancy Spaulding will be the which will be presented by "Bud" will meet every other Friday, at
speaker and Bruce Fifleld the Clark; and at 7 the Senior Choi) 7 p. m. starting December 4
• • •
leader. The evening service will will rehearse; Friday, the Junior
at 3:16.
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
open at 7 and will be broadcast at I Choir will rehearse
• • •
tist Church: Church School classes
7.30 over WRKD. The message j
I At the Church of the Nazarene, will meet at 9:45 a. m. Sunday.
Maverick Square, Sunday School Morning worship will be conducted
starts at 9:45 a. m., and the morn by the pastor at 11 o’clock Sunday.
ing worship is at 11 o’clock. The The ordinance of the Lord's Supper
Young People’s meeting starts at will be observed and the adult
ENLARGED
8 EX-JUMBO
PRINTS
6 p. m., and the evening service choir will sing. The three BYF
IN ALBUMS
at 7 o’clock.
The pastor. Rev. groups of the church will meet at
12 EXP. .78 — 16 EXP. 1.06
The youth
R. O. Johnston, will speak. His 5:30 p. m. Sunday.
SO EXP. 1.25 — 36 EXP. 2.00
KODACOLOK DEVELOPING
topics are “The Power of Inter choirs will also rehearse at this
ALL ROLLS 90«- EACH
Evening worship will be
cessory Prayer" and "Be Not De time.
OVERSIZE PRINTS 32c EACH
ceived".
The mid-week prayer conducted at 7:15 p. m. Sunday.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST FOR
EKTACHROME — ANSOCIIROME
meeting will be Thursday evening The senior youth choir will sing in
KODACHKOME
at 7, the place to be announced. this service.
RFM1T WITH COIN OR CHECK
• • •
Scouts meet on Monday at 6:30
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
The beauty of holiness will be p. m. The church finance commit
BOS S44
BAB HARBOR, ME
a theme dealt with at Christian tee and every member canvass
lJO-tf
Science services Sunday in the Les- helpers will meet at the church

Films Developed

50c

Cars will leave our church at about
6:45 p. m.
Prayer Hour is on
Tuesday at 7 p. m. Revelation K
will be studied in this service.
Adult choir will rehearse at 8 p. m.
Tuesday.
The Church Advisory
Council will meet at 8 p. m. Wed
nesday.
• • •
At the Owls Head Baptist phurch:
Morning worship and Lord's Sup
per, Sunday, 8:45 a. m.-; Church
School. Sunday, 10 a. m.; Young
People's meeting, Sunday. 6 p. m.;
Evening Service, Sunday, 7 p. m..;
Prayer and Bible Study Hour,
Thursday, 7:30 p. m.
• • •
At the First Universaitot Church
on Union Street the Sunday serv
ice of public worship is held at 11
a. m. During the month of De
cember our services will be broad
cast “live" through the coopera
tion of radio station WRKD. This
week. Rev. William J. Robbins
will preach on the topic, "The
Road We Travel But Once." Spe
cial music is provided by the choir
under the direction of John Par
ker with Ruth Dalton as organist.
Classes of the Church School,
Samuel W. Collins, Jr., superin
tendent, are held during the hour
of worship.
Appointments for the week in
clude the following: Monday, 6.30.
Boy Scout Troop 203. Ernest Har
rington. Scoutmaster; Tuesday,
7.30. choir rehearsal, 10 Claremont
Street; Thursday.
3, Brownie
Troops 12 and 23, 7.30, Study
Group on "Living Religions of the
Word*’ at 25 Talbot Avenue. All
are welcome; Friday, 4.45-6.46,
Shoppers’ Supper in the vestry.
Mis. Stuart Burgese and Mrs.
Dana Newman, co-chairmen. The
public is invited. Tickets must be
reserved, and may be secured
through Mrs. Levi Flint, ticket
chairman, or members of the
AUW.

Veterans Urged
To Review GI
Term Insurance
Many of the 3.218.000 World War
II veterans who hold term GI life
insurance may find themselves at
"the point of no return" unless
they plan their insurance futures
now. That’s the word of caution
sounded by M. L. Stoddard, man
ager of the Veterans Administra
tion Center, Togus.
He identified the veterans as
those who expect life-time protec
tion from their term GI policies.
Ignoring the spiraling cost of term
insurance as they grow older.
Term insurance affords maxi
mum protection at minimum cost,
during the years it is usually need
ed for a growing family. It is
seldom suitable for protection in a
policyholder's advanced age, Stod
dard said.
As an example, he cited a vet
eran paying an annual gross pre
mium, not counting dividends, of
$102 on a $10,000 term policy at age
40. The gross premium at age 65
will have jumped to $476.40 an
nually — and to $741.60 at age 70.
The way out is conversion of all
or part of the term policy to a

Explorers Elect

Methodist Women Hold Anniversary Bazaar

Officers and New
Members To Post

i

.I.

_4

,

,

Officers were elected and new
members received: at a meeting of
Explorer Poet 206. Wednesday eve
ning, at the Rockland Congrega
tional Church. Arnold McConchie,
Jr., was named president for the
; next months to serve with Charles
Monteith, Jr., vice president, and
Robert Murgita. secretary.
I Re-elected were: Wayne Heath,
i treasurer, and Joseph Gallant,
quartermaster. Cabinet represen
tatives are Charles Bicknill, HI,
and Avard Walker. HI.
; New members elected are Alfred
Anderson. David Allen and Stephen
Flanagan.
Reports were received on the
inter-post bowling tournament by
206 representative Robert Ander
son.
Robert Murgita appointed
’ Arnold McConchie and Avard Walk
er, m, to serve w-ith him on the
Parents Supper to be held on Dec.
30. Mrs. Avard Walker. Jr., was
elected consultant to assist the
members in planning the menu
which the boys will cook at the
church and serve their parents and
families. Charles Monteith. Jr., is
to handle advance “count taking"
so they will know how many to
plan for. Other events for Decem
ber include a goodwill project, and
an industrial visitation.
1 Eleven members and the advisor,

.. .

Mrs. Leroy Chatto, left, prepares to slice port.ons of a lour layer cake which she baked and deco- Rev Charles R Monteith attended
rated to commemorate the one half century of fairs at the Koekland Methodist Church. On hand at the the meet'
' lenaea
fair, Thursday morning, to taste the cake arc from second left to right: Mrs. Chccvcr Ames, chairman of
° ln*"
the Golden Jubilee Bazaar; Mrs. Charles Jillson, president of the Women's Society ot Christian Service, the
sponsoring organization; and Mrs. Merle Conant, wife of the church's pastor. In the foreground is a deco and the closest point of approach.
rative plate which is a souvenir of the 1909 fair.
Upon passing the examination at
Photo by Shear

Tips On Selecting
Christmas Trees
Select a Christmas tree early
when the choice is wide. First,
apply this freshness test before
you buy:
Bounce the butt end on the
ground. If needles shower down,
says Dr. Rush P. Marshall, di
rector of a tree research labora
tory, the tree has begun to dry
out. Next, tug at the needles at
the end of the branch. If they
pull out easily, dryness is also in
dicated.
Rub a finger over the butt end.
It it’s sticky, the tree is fresh.
Spread wide the lower branches.
If they’re springy and bounce
back, that’s fine; they will hold
the weight of ornaments. Spread
out. lower branches should mea
sure half the height of a tree. And

permanent type plan, where pre
mium rates remain the same from
year to year.
In addition, permanent insurance
has a cash surrender, extended in
surance, paid up insurance, and
loan value. Term insurance has
none of these.
But. warned Stoddard, veterans
are urged not to reduce the total
face amount of their insurance in
order to meet the initially higher
costs of a permanent type GI
policy.
Further information may be ob
tained at the nearest VA office.

the stump of the tree should be
6 to 7 inches long.
Fragrant odor, good healthy
color and full needles are othei
signs of freshness.
Beware of a
tree with patches of brown
needles.
This could be a fire
hazard.
At home, cut an inch or two on
a slant from the butt, then peel
back the bark another inch. Now
plunge the tree into a bucket of
cool water and keep the pail
filled until the tree is to be brought
into the house. Water is the key
to freshness.
Store the tree in a cool place:
on a porch, in a garage, or at the
rear of the house. Occasionally
sprinkle the branches with water.
In many states Christmas trees
are graded, inspected and tagged
to identify species before they are
marketed. In the East, balsam
and Douglas fir and spruce are
favorites, with pines becoming in
creasingly popular. In the mid
south, long-needled pines are pre
ferred. In the West, firs and cy
press are the choice.
This, say experts, is an easy
way to distinguish them: Needles
of fir are 4-sided, soft to the
touch and blunt. Spruce needles
are usually stiff, sharply pointed.
Pine needles are from 2 to 5
inches long, supple and attached
to twig in bundles of 2 to 5.
Firs retain their needles two to
three weeks indoors.
Norway
spruce shed their needles much
sooner in a heated room.

Middies To Leave
School To Attend
Special Classes
Thirty-six members of the senior
c’ass at the Maine Maritime Academy will attend “schools away
school” the week of Dec. 14 through
18 in New York City.
Thirteen men will attend the
U. S. Maritime Administration’s
Radar School located in lower Man
hattan. This school, opened in 1957,
was set up by Coast Guard specifications for the instruction of deck
officers in the proper use of radar
including observing and plotting,
The course teaches the officers
how to p^ot a ship’s movement on
either a reflection plotter or a man
euvering board using a vector diagram or speed triangle to find another vessel’s true course, speed
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

the end of the course the student
is issued a Radar Observer’s Certi
ficate which is a requirement for
all original deck officer’s licenses
and to raise a license to a higher
grade.
Twenty-three midshipmen will
attend Gyro School at the Sperry
Gyroscope Company in Brooklyn,
The course runs two weeks. The
first week is given at the Maine
Maritime Academy by Commander
Russell H. Terry and the second
week at the Sperry School. The
gyro course teaches the basic
principles of operation and main
tenance of the gyro compass.
Upon the successful completion
of the course a certificate is issued
to the student.
This certificate,
while not necessary for a Third
Mate’s license, is necessary for the
raising of the license and' is a good
asset when obtaining employment.
Among those attending the radar
school will be Peter Ross of Owls
Head.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Endorsed As Qualified Candidate
For Director of School District No. 5

BARBARA M. GRIFFITH
ACTIVE IN PTA, SCOUTING AND OVK AFFAIRS

Rockland Business and Professional Woman's dub
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Sponsored by

Sponsored by

LIKE A MOUNTAIN NAMED FOR YOU?

G. H. ASTON & SONS, INC.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

410-412 Main Street

Member Federal Reserve System

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Your Family Drug Store

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MAZZEO'S MARKET

Rockland Loan & Building Assn.

A Store Built On Service

A Savings and Loan Association

Visit Oar Luncheonette

ATWOOD BROTHERS, INC.
Wholesale Lobsters
St. George, Maine

~

40-FATHOM FISHERIES, INC.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Established 1888

BOSTON & ROCKLAND TRANS. CO.
Boston - Coastal Maine - Nova Scotia

MARINE COLLOIDS, INC.

GREGORY'S

H. H. CRIE & CO.
Heating - Plumbing
Electrical Supplies - Paint
Hardware and Appliances

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
Men’s and Boy’s

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Oils
Utility Gas 'and Appliances

CLARENCE F. JOY AGENCY

MORRISON STUDIO

General Insurance
375 Main St.
Rockland

and
KNOX COUNTY TRAVEL BUREAU

KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

CAMDEN NATIONAL BANK
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

NORTH LUBEC MFG. & CANNING
CO.

Camden, Maine

LY 4-5160

Rockland, Maine

KENNISTON BROS.
Alnminnm Siding, Windows, Doors

DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY

29 Gay Street

Rockland

23 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Member Federal Reserve System

R. W. DRINKWATER

W. C. LADD & SONS

Well Drilling

Camden

Maine

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.
Hunting and Fishing Snpplies
70 Park St.
Tel. LY 4-5250

EPP'S
For Fine Floor Covering*

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
A Complete Cleaning Service
311 Main St.
Tel. LY 4-8069

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS ’
Prescription Specialists
428 Main St.
Rockland

ELLIOT - STROUT AGENCY, INC.
Insurance
Knox Hotel Bldg.
Tel. FL 4-2533
Thomaston, Maine

FEYLER FISH CO., INC.
Fish and Lobster Bait

SEAPRO INCORPORATED

CHAS. SHAW
Plumbing and Heating
Rockland
Thomaston

SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP.
Spruce Head, Malnfc

KNOX WOOLEN COMPANY

COUSEN'S REALTY
170 Maverick St.

LYric 4-5666

Distributor

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRY

Tel. LY 4-5010

CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP

SENTER-CRANE'S
A Quality Department Store

VESPER A. LEACH

352 Main Street

The Church is the greatest factor on

Not one of these, certainly! They're here today,
gone tomorrow. We’d gladly lend our names to a
timeless peak like Everest — not to a heap of shift
ing sands rolling before the desert wind.

Of course, we have to identify ourselves with
many a transitory idea and institution. We are busy
most of our days just trying to keep up with this
ever-changing world . . .
But our deeper self gropes for the Eternal!
God understands this yearning. He breathed it
into our souls.

A voice crying in the wilderness . . . across the
shifting sands ... of the TRUTH and LIFE that
are ETERNAL.
And God answers it: In Christ! In Scripture!
In the voice of a neighbor inviting you and your
family to Church.

earth for the building of character and
good citizenship. It is a storehouse ot
spiritual

values.

Without

a

strong

Church, neither democracy nor civiliza

tion can survive. There are four sound

Church. They are - (1) For his own sake.

(2> For his children’s sake. 0) For the
sake of his community and nation. (4)

OVERLOCK'S
Building Materials
Warren, Maine

For the sake of the Church itself, which
Plan to go to church regularly and read

Book

Sunday
Matthew
Monday
Psalms
T ueeday
Isaiah
Wudnesdav John
Tburaday
Genesis
Friday
John
John
Saturday

Thomaston, Maine
24-29
1-2
4
27-30
26-2H
11-16
10-17

Esso Distributors

Rockland, Maine

STUDLEY'S

RICHARDSON'S CLOTHING STORE

Chapter Verses

7
no
64
10
1
10
3

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.

Home Furnishings

needs his moral and material support.

your Bible daily.

Rockland

EDWARD 0'B. GONIA STORE
Strahan and Imperial Wallpapers
Paint and Gifts

reasons why every person should at

tend services regularly and support the

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

EMIL RIVERS, INC.
342 Park St.

TALBOT-STEVENSON AGENCY, INC.
General Insurance
12 Main St.
Camden, Me.

Rockland, Me.
VINAL'S DAIRY OF THOMASTON

ROCKLAND IGA FOODLINER

Drink Milk Every Day of the Week

724 Main Street

LAITE FUNERAL HOME, INC.
Robert E. Latte, Preal.

Mountain St.

Camden, Me.

-

.s

J. C. ROBINSON & SON

WOOD'S BUS & TAXI SERVICE

Building Materials

Telephone LYric 4-5581
125-8-41
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Do It Yourself

THOMASTON

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT

aad Social Itema, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MAXINE MAHONEY, «6 MAIN STREET, TEL. FL 4-B144

Mrs. Bernard Robinson is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Seth Higgins of Columb.a
Falls Is the guest of her son-in-law
ami daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Robinson.

The Women of St. James' Cath
olic Club will hold an annual fair
and tea Wednesday from 2 to 5
p. m. at the Knox Hotel.
Delegates have been chosen to
attend the Second Annual Maine
State Baptist Adult Conference
Dec. 5-6 at the United Baptist
Church in Milo. The theme will be
"Christian Fa.th In My Task".
There will be a regular monthly
meeting of the Fire Department
Monday at 7 p. m at the fire sta
tion.

Correspondent

Telephone CEdar

bly of God Church with Rev. Calvin
Rogeis conducting the service.
Young People’s group will meet at
6 p. m. followed by services at 7
p. m. Tuesday, prayer service at
7:30 p. m. Thursday. Bible study
at 7:30 p. m.
Sunday School will convene at
9:30 a. m. followed by service of
worship at 11 Sunday at the Fed
erated Church with Rev. Gerald
Kinney bringing the message. The
Youth Fellowship group will meet
at 5:30 p. m. with Jon Grafton as
leader. Tuesday. Friendly Circle
Supper at 6 p. m. with choir mem
bers as guests. Mrs. Louise Ames,
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Ber
nice Knight. Mrs. Priscilla Moss,
and Mrs. Ruby Morrison. Wednes
day. Boy Scout Troop 215 will meet
at 7 p. m. Friday, choir rehearsal
at 7:15 p. m.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. followed by morning wor
ship at 11 a. m. Sunday at the Bap
tist Church with Rev. John Fitz
patrick bringing the message.
BYF group will meet at 6 p. m
for the World Outreach Emphasis
group with Councilor Mrs. Russell
Hoffses and Chairman Miss Judy
Minott. Monday, the BYF KnoxLincoln Association Rally will be
at the church at 7 p. m. Otto Irvine
of Warren will be the guest speak
er. Monday. Beta Alpha will meet
at 7:30 p. m. with Mrs. Lloyd Cope
land and the election of officers will
be held. Miss Hilda George will
show pictures of her previous trip
to Africa. Thursday, prayer serv
ice at 7 p. m. followed by the
trustees meeting.

Members of Arcana Lodge.
Knights of Pythias, of Thomaston
will attend a district convention at
Boothbay Harbor Monday. Dec 7.
Transportation will be furnished by
Brothel'S with cars. Brothers who
wish to attend be at the K of P
Hall in Thomaston at 5:30 sharp
Monday night
Church News
Mass will be celebrated Sunday
at 9:30 a m. at St. James’ Catholic
Church.
Finnish Congregational Church
members will hold services at 1:30
p. m. Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Toao Hendrickson in
Waldoboro.
Thursday, a Christ
mas sale of various articles will
be held at 7:30 p. m
Holy Communion at 8 a. m. with
family service ot morning prayer
at 10:30 a. m. Sunday observed at
St. John’s: Episcopal Church.
Bible Study will be held Sunday
evening at the Holy Trinity Luth
eran Church with Mrs. Lydia Mc
Clure of Rockland as leader. Wed
MRS. RENA CROWELa.
nesday. Women's Guild will meet
Correspondent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Jalo
Tel. TEmple 2-9281
Ranta in North Waldoboro.
Sunday School will begin Sunday
at 10 o'clock followed by worship
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland of
service at 11 a. m. at the Assem- Loudville are at their apartment
for the winter
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
bach started Dec. 1 for Florida.
FRIENDLY CIRCLE
Raymond Sprague, who is em
SMOTHERED BEEF
ployed in Portland, was in town
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. John Victor
Ghigli have returned from Quincy.
Mass.
Mrs. Joseph Damon Jr., and
6 P. M.
two children have been visiting
her brother in Beverly. Mass.
Federated Church Vestry,
Mrs. Alden Waltz has gone to
THOMASTON
Andover. Conn., where she will
(
.Adults SI .00
spend the winter with her daugh
ter. Mrs. D J Halloran.
Superintendent Earl Spear has
made known that no school an
nouncements for Waldoboro will
be heard over WRKD in Rockland
ANNUAL FAIR
and WGAN in Portland between 7
and 8 a. m.
AND TEA
Louis Boissenault. Beverly Ben
ner and Marion Kaler were in
KNOX HOTEL, THOMASTON
Belfast Tuesday.
WEDNESDAY,
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and daughtei,
Mrs. Harold Parson of Newcastle
DECEMBER 9
were in Portland Thursday.
2 - 5 P. M.
At the meeting of Wiwurna
Chapter, OES, a supper will be
Benefit St. Janies Catholic
served at 6.30 p. m. A Christmas
Women’s Chib
146-ltP tree anJexchange of gifts will fol
low the meeting.

WALDOBORO

SUPPER
Tuesday, Dec. 8

NOW OPEN
Prom 6 a. m. to ” p. m. Daily
Except Sundays and Holidays

SERVIN G

One way to keep an automobile
from breaking the speed limit is
to let horse sense control the
horsepower under the hood.
Some people cast reflections
just to show how brilliant they

are.

• BREAKFASTS
« LUNCHEONS
• DINNERS

Home Baked Beans
To Go — Pints or Quarts

Thomaston Cafe
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stultz.
Props.
THOMASTON, MAINE
146A14«;
jOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOCa

We know that winter presents
many problems to drivers and pe
destrians.
The Maine Highway
Safety Committee points out that
each of us must accept responsibilitv for keeping out of accidents, We must drive according
to conditions making allowance
for reduced visibility and inadequat tractrion. Old Man Winter's
twin troublemakers

CHRISTMAS Gins FOR THE HOME
Dutch Boy Paint at Lowest Prices
All Outside Paint
5 (,AI.. CAN'S PER GAL.

C ZA

$5.60

SINGLE GALS.

$5.80

above has 62% lead. 24% zinc and pure linseed oil

!
5
•

2

GLOSS RED BARN AND ROOF PAINT

$3.75'"

’""'"$3.60""

j

«r also havi- a small amount of HI', LEAD. TITANll.M
AND PI RE LINSEED OIL. PER GAL.
QQ

•

|

CASE|7 C0

J

AI.L INSIDE l)( Tf if BOV PAINT is priced now from

f

M.LLLNOGAL

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

g9

$1.50 r" $2.03 "T

,GA,

$5X0T" $6.55

!«•** IO', or 1 unit Free with 5. is a discount of about HI',
now w hile stock is complete and prices low.

Buy

Rockport girls who ushered at
the Luboshutz and Nemenoff Com
munity' Conceit at Rockland were
Judy Johnson. Linda Jane Bar-

Full line of RUTLAND FIRE CLAY PRODUCTS
Kl TI.AND No Tar Krw»f Coating which is considered the best
on the market
QQ Gal.. 5 Gal. fan
f.al
Rutland Bash Off Paint A Varnish Remover.
can wash off and does not raise th,’ grain.

\I .

LARGEST DISPI.AN ot UAI.I.PM'LK NORTHEAST of BOS
TON KEDLCLD 13 ON ARRIVAL. ADDITIONAL 10', on
wallpapers over 39c single roll. Pl.ASTIf < DATED WAl.le
PAPERS. SOAP WATER M ASHAItl.L. SOME Bt NOI LS 'Am
IP
SOME SINGLE ROI.I.S
IP

El l.l. I INI. DE (.Kl MBAfHLR ART si PPl.IEs
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OE < HKISTMAS GIFTS STARTING

DODGE - DODGE DART - LARKl
Sales and Service
First Choice Used Cars

WL. Gt ARANI LI. TO SAVE VOt <ss on LA ERA THIN,. A ot
BI A

Tel. LY 4-4323
146-lt

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ik ’

E. T. Nelson, Inc. (

15c, 49c4,l>

586 Main St. — Rockland, Me. —

<',-!•

Hann t
Linda
Ames.
Shirley
Marston Lir.da Jane Barrows pre
sented a bouquet of rose- to
Madam* Genia Nemenoff
SC Pei Lodge will meet Mon; ,
.
|| , -oi',/ H tl
foi
entcied apprentice dtgret
work
Refreshment*
will
be
s« ; ved.

In a few min you

Carr’s Paint & Wallpaper Center

The excutive board of the Rock
port Garden Club met. Thursday
afternoon, at the home of Presi
dent Hazel Wall.
Plans were
made to light the tree on the li
brary lot and it is hoped that the
citizens of the town will help make
Rockport the prettiest yet with
Christmas lights in their homes
It was reported that the Rockport
firemen would repair the strings of
lights and decorate the Rockport
Library.
Many more activities
were discussed which will be re
ported at the next regular meet
ing.
Those present were: Mrs.
Donald Biggins, Mrs. Benjamin
Drisko. Mrs. Rupert Stevens. Mrs.
Tom Peers, MrL Philip Sharpe.
Mrs. Ewald Wolters, Mrs. Howard
Apollonio. Mrs. John Larsen and
Mrs. Herbert Crockett.
Women’s Educational Club will
have its Christmas tree party.
Friday. Dec. 10. at 7 p. in. at the
home of Mrs. Helen Gregory.
Glen Cove.
Blue Finns met Tuesday eve
ning at the home of Harry Good
ridge. Plans were made for train
ing courses for diving under ice
with Louis Stockford as chair
man. Also plans were made to
publish a news letter to exchange
with other clubs with Hugh Wil
liams in charge. The next meet
ing will be Dec. 15 at the home of
Cecil Polkv at Thomaston.
Rockport Thimble Club will
meet. Tuesday noon, at the home
of Mrs. Blanche Carver.
Trytohelp Club will meet. Mon
day evening, at the home of Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett for their annual
Christmas tree party. Each is to
take a gift for the tree.
Camera Club met, Tuesday eve
ning. at the Carroll Berry Studio
with 29 members present. Elwood
Whittier of Stockton Spi ings spoke
on
“Outdoor Photography' at
Night’’ with a Christmas theme.
The next meeting will be a Christ
mas tree party. Dec. 15. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Moore, Glen Cove. Supper will be
served at 6.30 p. m.
Johnson Society met. Wednesday
afternoon, at the home of Miss
Marion
Weidman.
Members
tacked a quilt. The Society will
meet next Wednesday at the Weid
man home.
Eagle Patrol of the Girl Scouts
who are working on their class
Home Making Badge will enter
tain the Thomaston group to a
supper. Dec. 9. from 4 to 6 o’clock
at the Rockport Lions Club room.
Leader Mrs. Caroline Barrows is
in charge assisted by’ Senior
Scout Miss Linda Ames and Scout
Mother Mis. Nancy Compfbn.
Mrs. Charles Dodge is a patient
at the Camden Community Hos
pital.
Amateur Farmers 4-H Club met
this week at the home of Mrs.
Ruth
Erickson.
Names were
chosen for the Christmas party
which will be Dec. 21 at 1 p. m.
at the home of Mrs. Helen Starr.
Rockville. The boys wil! meet,
next Tuesday, with Mrs. Erickson.
Mi
and Mrs. Ralph Coombs
and son of Howes Neck. Mass.,
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Annis. Simonton Corner.
Hot Rod Club, “Drag-N-Flies”
met Tuesday evening at the home
of the president. Robert Garrison,
in Rockville Four new members
were admitted. Milton Vanorse.
Steven Harvey. Richard Heald and
Darrell Pound. Jr. This makes
2b members in the new club. The
boys voted to buy for themselves,
new jackets, color blue and white.
The next meeting will be at. the
home of Eddie Bachelor.
Mrs. Hilda Biggins entertained
at tea. Wednesday afternoon, at
her home on Pascal Avenue.
Guests present were Mrs. Guy
Brackett of Cushing and Medomak District Director of Gar
den Club Federation of Maine
Mrs. Doris Drisko. Mrs. Nan
Sharp. Miss Hazel Wall and Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett.
Senior Parents met at Rockport
High School for an organization
meeting. Officers elected were:
President, Emi Erickson; vice
president, Mrs Una Ames; secre
tary. Mrs. Glenice Bickmore; and
treasurer, Mrs
Thalice Good
ridge Mrs Alma Ames and Mrs.
Henry Knntio and Mis. Darrell
Pound were appointed to ways
and means: and Mrs. Kennedy
Crane. Jr. Mis. Robert Young
and Mi Ruth Erickson, publicitv.
Activities were planned to raise
$600 which is needed for the Wash
ington. D. C.. Fund.
Coffee and
doughnuts were served by Mi.
Cram

j

Tl.l 1.1 4-1481
ROCKIAND
KT I. NEW COI'STY Kl)
He Give S. A H Green Stamps
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Tenants Harbor

Items Featurk of

MRS. KENNKTH HBRRKSB
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When making out your will re
nemoer your church and youi
nospital
SUSAN GAYLE CREIGHTON
Funeral services
for Susan
Gayle Creighton, eight-month-old
daughter of Philip M. and Birgit
Winsa Creighton of San Fran
cisco. Calif., were held Tuesday
at 11 a. m. at the Russell and
Gooch Funeral Home Chapel. Mill
Valley. Calif.
She was born in San Francisco. •
March 20. 1959.
She is survived by her parents
of San Francisco; her paternal
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Oeighton of Union; maternal
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Fritz
A. Ahlmander of Sweden, and an
aunt. Mrs. Barbara Baker of
Northampton. Mass.
Committal services will be held
in Union Cemetery in Union, in
the spring.

A Do It Yourself Table will again
be one of the features ot the eighth
annual Greens Sale of the Cam
den Community Hospital Auxiliary
which takes place Thursday, Dec.
10. at St. Thomas* Episcopal
Church Palish House.
Holly,
mistletoe, untrlmmcd wreaths, ma
terials for decorating wreaths,
swags, and garlands will be found
on this table.
Mrs. Henry Fisher, the chair
man. has arranged for Mrs. Leon
Bryant to give demonstrations in
decorating wreaths at intervals
during the sale, and Mrs. Chris
topher Longworth will demonstrate
tying and using bows on the
wreaths.
Other committee members of the
Do It Yourself Table are Mrs. Al
fred Greens. Mrs. Thomas Peers.
Mrs. John Larsen. Mrs. Franklin
Clough. Mis. George Tibbetts, and
Mrs. Donald Wyke.
The sale will begin at 10 a. m.
There will be a large array of all
k nds of Christmas decorations,
gifts, and foods
A candlelight buffet luncheon
will be served from 11 a. m. to
3 p. m. Santa Claus will be pres
ent. and there will be Christmas
music.
Mrs. Ambrose C. Cramer and
Mrs. Byron Ruiter are co-chairmen
of the event, proceeds of which will
go towards meeting the Auxiliary's
pledge for the new Camden Com
munity Hospital.

MRS. ADAH BRENNAN
Mrs. Adah Brennan. 97. of Port
Clyde died. Wednesday, in Waldo
boro after a lengthy illness.
The widow of William Brennan.
Mrs. Brennan was born May 9.
1862. at Vinalhaven, the daughter
of Isaiah and Hannah Merchant
Bray. She had lived practically
all of her life in Port Clyde.
Survivors include several nieces
and cousins.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home in Thomaston with
Rev. Everett E. Pender of the
Friendship Advent Church officiat
ing.
Maine farmers have found that
Interment will be in the South
it pays dividends in safety and effi
Parish Cemetery in St. George.
ciency to winterize their farm
equipment, machinery, buildings,
LIPMAN COHEN
and vehicles.
Lipman Cohen. 84. or 37 Willow
That’s the word today from
Street, Rockland died, Tuesday, in
Mardis R. Warner, Extension Serv
Waterville.
ice agricultural engineer. Univer
The husband of the late Salah
sity of Maine. Warner is also vice
R. Levy Cohen. Mr. Cohen was chairman of the Maine Farm and
born in Lithuania, the son of Acha Home Safety Council.
and Pearl Cohen. He was a re
Winter has arrived in Maine.
tired dealer of scrap metal.
Farm machinery is best stored un
Surviving are three daughters. der cover and out of the way of
Mrs Abraham Krintzman of Wor snow removal operations.
Maine
cester. Mass.. Mrs. Gus Levy of tractors have been winterized some
Miami Beach. Fla., and Mrs. months ago. Electric tank heat
George Chesner of Waterville; a ers are well grounded and fuel
son. Samuel Cohen of Worcester tank heaters are in good repair.
Mass.; 11 grandchildren: and
Freezing of exposed pipes is not
four great grandchildren.
only inconvenient and expensive,
Funeral services were held. but it's downright dangerous, said
Wednesday afternoon, fiom the Warner. Frozen pipes may mean
Perlman Funeral Home. Inc., in that it's difficult to find water
Worcester, Mass., Rabbi Herchal should a fne break out. Instead
Fogelman officiated.
of having to thaw your pipes, pro
Interment was in the Worcester tect them from freezing, he added.
Hebrew Cemetery.
Farm autos and trucks need win
M emorial observance is being terizing. too. along with the opera
held at the home of Mrs. Abraham tor’s driving techniques.
Warnei
Krintzman. 41 Kinnicut Road. suggested getting the feel of the
Worcester. Mass.
load in order to avoid sliding or
spinning of your wheels.
Adjust
ALBERT F. GRAVES
your speed to road and weather
Albert F. Graves. 74. of 25 Mave conditions.
rick Street died Friday in Rock
It pays to keep the windshield
land.
and windows clear. Good ventila
He was born in Rockland, Jan tion of the car or truck will keep
uary 20, 1885. the son of Alvah the inside from fogging.
Graves and Margaret Sweetland
Smart drivers have good tires
Graves.
and tire chains. Even with snow
Surviving are: five daughters. tires or chains, it's important to
Mrs. Rollo Butler ar.d Mis. Orrin drive moi e slowly in snow or ice.
Benner, both of Thomaston, Mrs.
Warner pointed out that winter
Alberta Rackliff of Woburn. Mass.. driving requires following the car
ahead at a safe distance. Keeping
well hack of the car ahead gives
JOY OF
you plenty of room to stop. It takes
three to 12 times as far to stop on
SHARING
snow and ice as it does on dry
day?

Farmers Reminded
To Winterize
All Equipment t

Mrs. Gardner Lawson of Mt De
sert. and Miss Noima Graves of
Rockland; two sons. Jonathan
Graves of Portland and Robert
Graves of Rockland; one brother.
Roland Graves of Plymouth. Conn.;
14 grandchildren and three great
grandchildren
Funeral services will be held
Monday at 2 p. m. fiom the Burpee
Funeral Home with Rev. Merle S.
Conant officiating. Interment wil!
be in Seaview Cemetery

The Christmas Seal Children
enjoy sharing their goodies
with the hungry birds and
squirrels. Have you shared in
the fight against TB? You'll
tell the world you have when
you use Christmas Seals on
all holiday mail.
FIGHT TB WITH
CHRISTMAS SEALS

1

Correspondent
Telephone FR 3-6394

Camden Event

Mrs. Elmer Heal will hold open
house on Sunday. Dec. 6. from 1
to 5 o’clock in the afternoon at her
home on Upper Mountain Street.
Mrs. Alice Hembree of Lewiston
will be present and will demon
strate decorating of ceramics. The
public is invited.
Parker Laite. second mate for
the American Export Lines, left
Thursday for New York, where he
will join his ship for a two months
trip to foreign ports. Mr. Laite
has been spending the past sev
eral days with his family.
There will be a meeting of the
Megunticook Fish and Game Asso
ciation. Monday evening, at 7:30
p. m. at the club house. Following
the meeting there will be movies
and refreshments will be served.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet at the home of Mrs
Fiances Thomas on Monday eve
ning. Dec. 7.
The readers will
be Miss Cecilia Sargent and; Miss
Leona Lenfest.
Rev. E. Roy Burchell will be the
guest speaker at the December
meeting of the PTA next Monday
evening at the Camden High
School.
He will show slides of
his trip to the Holy Land. Refresh
ments will be served by the third
grade parents with Mrs. Priscilla
Hart. Mrs. Florence Cotta and Mrs
Gladys McKenney as co-chairman
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux
wil! meet at the Odd Fellows Hall
on Monday, Dec. 7. at 7:30 p. m
Lafayette Auxiliary of Rockland
has been invited to confer the mus
tering ceremony on a candidate
Refreshments will be served follow
ing the meeting.
The Friends-in-Council met Tues
day afternoon at St. Thomas’ Epis
copal Church Parish House. The
hostesses were Mrs. A. B. Steven
son and Mrs. Irving Payne. Presi
dent Mrs. Edward Sullivan pre
sided over the business meeting at
which time the changes in the by
laws were read and approved. The
program was presented by Miss
Tina Proctor, handwriting analyst
Christmas gifts .were exchanged
by the members and tea was
served by Mrs. William Caswel
and Mrs. Arthur Lewis, with Mrs
David Brown and Mrs. H. Blair
Lamont. Jr., pouring. Mrs. Charles
H. Soderberg was welcomed as &
new member.
The Camden Extension will have
a Christmas supper and planning
meeting at the home of Mrs. Mar
jorie Hoffses on Tuesday evening
December 8. at 7 o’clock. There j
will be a tree and exchange of ,
gifts. Reservations for the suppei
are to be made with Mrs. Helen
Andrews by December 5th.
The Chadavae Club met at the
Chestnut Street Baptist Church ves
try on Wednesday evening with 20
members present.
The meeting
was opened by the president. Mrs
Marjorie Store, at which time fina'
plans were made for the fair and
public supper to be held on Satur
day. Dec. 5.
The next meeting
will be held on Wednesday. Dec. 16.
at which time there will be a
Christmas tree and exchange of
gifts.
Lions Club Notes
The speaker for the weekly meet
ing of the Camden Lions Club was
Lion Parker Laite, who has been
away working as second and third
mate for the American Export
Lines. He spoke of his adventures
and work on the various vessels
which ply from New York. Boston
Philadelphia, and other east coast
ports to Greece. Turkey. North
African ports, and Spain
Lion
Parker advised the club that a
majority of the cargo orginating
from the states was give-away ma
terial to these European and North
African countries.
In addition to the regular song
period led by Lion Robert Laite the
club was entertained by the “Short
Tie Sextet Singers”, consisting of
Lions Lester Gross. Kip Burkett.
Rodney Boynton. Sterling Morris.
Robert Laite and Parker Laite.
A new Lions project is being
worked out and will soon bt- an
nounced to the public.
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People who say just what they
think have lots of explaining to do

David Lowell, who is a student
at Hebnon Academy, joined his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Lowell and Steven for a holiday
and weekend trip to Boston where
they aJso enjoyed hockey and bas
ketball games.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Wheeler
and daughter of Augusta were at
their home for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cant of
Whitinsville, Mass., were weekend
guests of Mrs. Margaret Cant.
Miss Amy Cook, who is a stu
dent at Northfield, joined her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood
Cook, for the holiday weekend.
Steve Link has returned to Wash
ington State Teachers’ College
after spending the Thanksgiving
holiday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Emerson Link. While in Ten
ants Harbor, he was informed that
an original poem, "Manifest", has
been chosen to appear in the An
nual Anthology of College Poetry.
Steve is a member of the basket
ball squad at college and was re
cently chosen to serve on the cab
inet of the Student Christian Asso
ciation at WSTC.
The Clara Long Corey Mission
ary Society of the Baptist
Church met at the church on Tues
day, Dec. 1. for dessert, business
meeting and a program continuing
their study of famous women of
the Bible. Mrs. Mabel Wilson sub
stituted for Mrs. Hattie Wheelei
who is ill and acted as hostess and
study leader. Mrs. Meg Cant was
assistant hostess. Mrs. Sarah HaskeJl offered the opening prayer
after which the missionary song
was sung with Mrs. Wilson at the
piano. Mrs. Jennie Hooper gave
the devotions for the day.
Mrs.
Myrtle Taylor, program chairman,
introduced Mrs. Wilson who spoke
on "Miriam" and gave the clos
ing prayer.
Other? present in
cluded Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs.
Rose Marshall. Mrs. Edna Elwell
and Mrs. Nancy Link. The next
meeting will be an all-day work
meeting at the church on January
5 preparing the White Cross quota
with members bringing basket
lunches and Mrs. Haskell providing
the coffee. All interested persons
are welcome. Mrs. Harris will be
study leader for the day and speak
on "Deborah".
Mrs. Irene Farmer considers her
self a very lucky person.
She
escaped with minor burns when a
gas stove exploded in her face on
Nov 29 at her store.

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

The Help One Another Circle
King's Daughters, will meet. Wed
nesday afternoon, at 1 o'clock,
with Mrs. Helen Borneman. The
Cheer Baskets will be covered.
The
Dorcas
Circle
King's
Daughters will not meet until
Monday. Dec. 21. and Mrs. Edna
White will be the hostess. The
Christmas Cheer Baskets will be
arranged.
Miss Lizzie Winslow fell in her
home and is confined to her bed.
although she seems to have suf
fered only a shaking up.
Mrs. Edna White, treasurer, and
Mis. Helen Maxey’, secretary, of
Ivy Chapter were guests of Har
bor Light Chapter. OES. Rockport,
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Marion
Lermond and Mrs. Emily Beattie
also attended. Mrs. Lermond was
accompanist for soloist Barbara
Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pellerin
expect to leave, Saturday, for San
Fernando. Calif., for the winter.
They will be located near Mr.
Pellerin’s son, Martin Pellerin.
The Day Extension Group will
meet Dec. 8. with Mrs. Athleen
Damon. Members are asked to
take gifts for a gift basket. This
will be the planning meeting with
Mrs. Hazel Mills as leader.
Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Mildred
Gammon. Miss Doris Hylef, Mrs.
Marion Manner and Miss Avis
Maloney attended the supper and
meeting of Auxilary to Canton
Lafayette. Wednesday evening.
Elans were made for the installa
tion. Jan. 6. The annual Christ
mas party at which Secret Pals
will be revealed, will be held Sat
urday, Dec. 12. with Miss Doris
Hyler in Warren. All Canton and
Auxiliary members are invited.
The Warren members will serve
refreshments and each member
will take an exchange gift.
Russell Smith and daughter
Carrie Sue went to Boston, Thurs
day, for Carrie Sue's first check-up
at the Children's Medical Center,
where she underwent surgery.

Church Notices
Baptist Church—Morning wor
ship service at 10 a. m.; evening
service at 7 p. nt.; and Church
School at 11.10 a. m.
Second Congregational Church—
Church School at 9 a. m.. morn
ing worship service at 10.30 a. m
when the Lord's Supper will be
Church News
observed. The sermon topic by
Services at the Tenants Harbor A D. Lundestrom. pastor. "We
Baptist Church. Rev. Harold A Must Make Room." The Junior
Haskell, minister, will be scheduled Choir will sing. Youth Fellowship
as follows for the week of Dec. 6 will meet at the church chapel
in the evening. The Ladies’ Cir
t0 12:
Sunday: Church School at 9 la cle will meet Thursday, Dec. 10
a. m. with classes for all ages. at 2 p. m. with President Mrs
Divine worship and holy commu
David White.
nion at 10:30 a. m. The commu
nion meditation will be entitled
Too much night life has a way
"The Cross". The BYF and the of sending a man to bed feeling
Junior Fellowship meetings at 6 like a king and he wakes up
p. m. for all young people nine feeling like the deuce.
years of age and through high
school. The Gospel Hour and song
Sure, winter driving is a head
time at 7 p. m. Tonight the ser ache. However, let’s be sure that
mon theme will be "Lessons for we adopt the proper attitude to
the Tempted". There will be spe ward it. The State Police tell us
cial music. Choir rehearsal in the that wc should concentrate on a
sanetpary at 8:15 p. m.
double dose of caution - and not
Monday. 7 p. m the Linco.n As become impatient and irritable be
sociation BYF Rally will be held, at hind the wheel because of the in
the Thomaston Church with a pro conveniences of winter travel.
gram especially prepared by the
young people of that church. Cats
will leave the church here at 6:30
p. nt.
Wednesday. 7 p. m.. the
Hour of Power Service. Thursday.
7 to 9:30 P m • ,he BYF wil1 ho',d
SAT.-SUN.: Dec. 5-6
a social in the large vestry. All
young people of senior and junior
Double Feature
high age are invited
Friday. •
p m
the instruction class toi
"MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD
Baptism and church membership
WOMEN"
in the vestry
•
LESIE
HUNKY
CARON
FONDA
If a man doesn't learn from his
Plus
experience and his mistakes he s
'SNOWFIRE"
ignoring the best teacher he 11 ever
146-lt
have in the world

Camden Theatre

KNOX

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
SI NDAY : 3.00 - 5.20 - 7.15
Last Feature 9 P. M.

MONDAY-TlESDAY
NDAY-TVESDAY: 6.30-7.15.
6.30-

Friendship
' HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9964

The December sermons in the
Advent Christian Church will be in
b series under the general heading.
"One Wold Sermons"; next Sun
day at 10 a. m "Examination”.
The .service wil. conclude with
communion. Sunday Schoo, a* 12
noon under the leadership of Still*
nian Haven,!
At the 7 o’clock
-eivie, the topic will b, “Wondei"
Music for this service wil!
be an instrumental, a juniol ehoii
-election and a solo by Alfred Orne.
On Tuesday at 7 p m player and
praise meeting wi" be follow* d by
choir practice
On Thursday at
7 p m Ethelyn Hupper wil. be in
eharg, of the Loyal Worker.- serv
ice in tin- church vestiy

soma.

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
SI N.: f’nntinuuiis front 3.00
MON.-TIES.: Eve. 6.341-8.30

THE J.D/S, M.D/S AND
GALOOTS SPRING TO UFE
FROM THE PAGES OF
THE ANGRY BEST-SELLER!
COLUMBIA PICTURES
pftMnb
A FRED K0HLMAR PPOOXTlON

NIGHT OF THE BLOOD BEAST"; STARRING
Michael Emmet - Anitli Greene * John Baer
AN AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

PAUL
DAVID
MUNI' WAYNE

—

\\ w”

PUBLIC PARTY

STARTS WEDNESDAY

—

Every place you go you’ll be hearing about

bust nun-iuna tun

CIMJIM HcKA-JOBY BAKER
6, 3£R»U0 GREEN
on I
AdtaUtic? h, PiCHARO MU»*WV

LEGION HOME

The Inn .. The Guests.. .The Sensations

of The

Great Best Seuer!

tweeted by DANiEl MANN

P-Oduced by FRtO KOH.MAR

MAVERICK STREET

FREE BUS from Wood's Tut
Stand nt 7 o’clock to sad
Irons the party
1 43-S-tf

"SHE GODS OF SHARK REEF": STARRING
Don Durant«lisa Montell • Bill Cord
AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

The Last

'

TIME: 7.30 to 10.30

COLOR

• RLf.tl.AK PKICKS •

A^Man

1 Every Monday

WidevbioN

Last Feature 9 P. M.

from WARNER

STARRING
|—RICH*AO ■ • 00A0TMY

ENDS SATURDAY - 2.00 - 6.30 - 8.30
ADI I TS:

Mat. ««c.

Eve.

70c.

BROS.
ftaSANOAA |y

technicolor‘M|

ARTHUR

TROV

Egan • Mcguire-Dee • Kennedy-Donahue

CHILDREN 25c

I

"CAREER" — Dean Martin, Shirley Maclaine
146-lt

146-lt

■■ ovsQdp
08A*jldMa IaBasaw«^sn*>
nursaay-xnvraay
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SENATOR SMITH TO SEEK MOVE
TO SPEED NEGOTIATIONS WITH
CANADA ON QUODDY PROJECT

CLASSIFIED ADventures!
?—•

Mister,

*

,r'

"4

Senator Margaret Chase Smith
revealed today that, after study of
the report on the overall survey of
the proposed Passamaquoddy Tidal
Power project - the survey made

Can You

Spare a

Dime?
I Love To
ft'•

Read the
Classified

COURIERGAZETTE

Columns

of The...

Classified advertisements In this section having three lines
*** in*erted once for $1. and three times for *2.
Additional lines will be charged at 20 cents per line for the
« * „ rti°“ and 10 centB Per llne ,or each additional inser"?“•
g’,re **ve short words per line in preparing classified
advertisements. Advertisements which call for mailing to The
Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser will carry an addi
tional charge of 28 cents.
Payment for classified advertising in advance of publica
tion is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons having
regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.

FOR SALE

FOR SALS

TWO Gas Space Heaters for sale,
B-FLAT Tenor Saxophone for
with thermo, controls. TEL. LYric .sale. $150.
CORA WELCH. 9
4-5708.
145*147 . Broad Street. Tel. LYric 4-5025.
HARDWICK Comb. Gas and Oil ;__ _________________________ 146*148
Range (or sale; also, oil range. 24
CHRYSLER Crown Marine Motoi
TRINITY STREET.
145*147 for sale.
Also. 30’ lobster boat
TEL. LYric
FRIGIDAIRE Refrig, for sale, with fathometer.
excellent cond. Tel. LYric 4-8900, 4-7371,_____________________ 146*148
D. L. POULIN.
144*146 ’ PUPPIES for sale.
ALBERT
MTLLS. Tel. FLeetwood 4-2485.
146'148

SPECIAL!

(Attention Orchestra Leaders)

Audio Amplifier

BICYCLES rebuilt like new foi
sale; also bird feeding stations.
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. Prescott
Street.
146*151

35 WATT OUTPUT
HI-FI
STROMBERG-CARLSON

Johnson
SEA HORSES
.«»» DF PE N

CUSTOM 400 SPEAKERS
(Two Speakers)
15 OZ. PI LL MAGNET
Mahogany Case with Chrome
Plated Hardware
Retail Value At Least 8500.

$275.00 Cash

CHARLIE'S
GUN AND BRIC-A-BRAC SHOP
HIGHLAND SQ.

ROCKPORT
144-146

LOBSTER Traps for sale, com
plete, used only 3 months. Reason
ably priced.
TEL. CRestwood
4-2686.
145-147
COMPLETE Sound Movie Outfit
for sale, Revere 16 mm sound pro
jector, carrying case, speaker,
stand, rewinds, extra reels, lamps,
and 35 reels of good sound films.
Ready to operate. $200 cash. R. S.
JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. City.
145*147
FOR SALE; 120 bass accordion.
1 phonograph 78 speed, 1 phono
graph piaticaliy new 4 speed.
EBEN WALLACE. Waldoboro.
144*146
" ALUMINUM Windows. Doors.
Awnings and Siding for sale. KENNB'PON BROS., Tel. Rockland
LYrick 4-5424 or CRestwood 4-2686

Oak,,

A >

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
____________________________ 122-S-tf

21" GE TV for sale.
Inquire
BEA THOMPSON, upstairs in
Nurses Home. 2 Maple Street.
_______________ _________ 146*lt
A Complete Electric Train Set
wanted before Christmas.
Write
BOX "TRAIN". 5 The CourierGazette.
144-146
MOVING Out Of Town December
12 - All furniture for sale. TEL
CEdai 6-3112
144-146
21" ZENITH Tab.e Model TV foi
sale, with stand. $55. Tel. LYric
4-5945. 29 BROAD STREET
145*147
TRUMPET for sale, good cond.
TEL. FRontier 2-6537._______ 145*147
BOY’S Full Size jpnglish Bicycle
foi sale Excellent condition. TEL.
LYric 4-45-1.
115*147
46 PONTIAC for sale. 8 cyl.,
R&H. $75. Call 53 TALBOT AVE..
Rockland, after 6:30 p. m.
145-tf
TWO Wheel Trailer for sale; also,
girl's shoe skates, like new. size
TEL LYric +6189.
145-147
LOBSTER Tlap Stock for sale.
ERNEST GAMAGE. Prop., 90 Me
chanic Street. Tel LYric 4-8002.
145-148

18-tf

REAL ESTATE

LOBSTER TRAP STOCK
FOR SALE
In stock largest inventory of fresh
ly cut material in Coastal Area
INDEPENDENT LOBSTER CO..
Tillson Avenue. Rockland.
128-tf
CEMENT Gravel, Mortar Sand.
Driveway Gravel, Loam and Fill
for sale.
NEIL RUSSELL, Tel.
LYric 4-5667.
121-tf
TESTED—GUARANTEED
USED APPLIANCES

NEW LISTINGS
Wiley’s Corner
Seven room house with barn at
tached.
This home has kitchen,
living room, bath and 2 bedrooms
downstairs and 2 bedrooms up
stairs. This property has drilled
well and aluminum windows and
doors. Yours for only - $5,000.

Tenants Harbor

Twelve acre farm with 9 room
house with barn attached.
This
home has been completely re
modeled. This property has drilled
well, new oil furnace with base
board radiation and all new plumb
DUNLOP Imported Tires for ing. This is exceptionally fine prop
■ale, for all Sports and Foreign erty priced at $14,700.

Refrigerators, Electric Ranges.
Gas Ranges, Automatic Washers &
Dryera, Wringer Washers.
AL
BERT E. MacPHAIL, INC., 449
Mttlz Street. Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf

Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE,
INC., Tel. LYric 4-5250, Rockland

TRUE HALL, Realtor
Tel. FRontier 2-0311
Tenants Harbor, Maine

___________
841
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg-

146-148

lar $10.95 for $6.95.
NORTH
1ASTLAND
TRADING
POST

S

1-tf

Thomaston.
PIPE FOR SALE

Black and galvanized.

low prices.

All sizez,

BICKNELL MFG CO.,

1-tf

Lime Street

Ai

J Cousens' Realty
|

1 ■ RCA COLOR TV
2 Years Old and Cost *695.60

$300.00
’/«" ELECTRIC DRILL SET
With Buifer, Wood Bits, High
Speed Drills. Stone Drills Sets,
Screwdriver Attachment. Re
tail Value - *160.00

Complete $50.00
A Xmas Suggestion For Him
Everything For Xmas
Attention — Wives. Sweethearts,
Brothers, Sisters — Have Thai
Old IxMiking Rifle All
RKBI.UED
Cleaned. Action All Adjusted
and Stock Polished Like New,
Adds *50 to Value of Gun.
This is done by an expert anil
if gun is brought in now. we
will have it before Xmas.

Holsters, Cleaning Outfits of All
Kinds, Shoe Skates. Plenty of
Guns Left at Very Low Prices.
Set of Silver
FIXE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
AT I.OW PRICES
8 MM Camera an.l Projector
COME UP TO

CHARLEY'S

Business Opportunities
5
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings

170 Maverick Street

/

TEL LYric 4-5160

/

Across From Golf Course

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTICE
December 5. 1959
After (his date 1 will pay no bills
other than those contracted by my
self
GEORGE R SHAW.
St George, Maine
lt6'lt

WILL GO ANYWHERE
For inside or outside painting,
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland
LYric 4-7205.
47-tf

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
Automatic
cleaning
equipment.
Free inspection and estimates.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
CEdar 6-2687
17-tf

WELL! WEI.L! WELL!
If it is water vou need write
R W DRINKWATER. Weil Drill
ing Contractor. P. O Box 135, Cam
den. Tel CEdar 6-2768. Installment
plan also available, no down paymen necessary. Member of New
Ensrlnnd snd Nitienai Associations.

« •»

GUN AMO BRIC-A-BRAC SHOP
HIGHLAND SQ.

ROCKPORT

148-147

WANT SOMETHING?

passed legislation
of Senator
Smith's, on November 22. 1956, she
started a personal campaign to get
a majority of the 12 member House
Rules Committee to approve her
Senate passed legislation. Her per
sonal appeal to the individual mem
bers of the committee was success
ful as she obtained the personal
commitment of a majority of that
committee to vote for her Senate
passed legislation. Seven members
of the committee (four Republicans
and three Democrats) made per
sonal commitments to her. Then
on January 19, 1956. the House fin
ally passed the Smith Bill for
Quoddy.
The President then on
January 31. 1956. signed the bill
and it became the Smith Act on
that date and Public Law 401 of
the 84th Congress authorizing the
ovetali Quoddy survey.
But the fight had not been won
Instead it had just started since
it was necessary to get the funds
to pay foi the overall survey. And
again it was Senator Smith who led
the way.
In 1956 the House failed to appro
priate any money for the author
ized overall survey.
The appro
priations bill then went to the Sen
ate and Senator Smith again saved
the day by getting the Senate Ap
propriations Committee and then
the Senate to appropriate $935,000
foi the survey wotk in fiscal year
1957 As a Senate conferee on the
bill, she then got the House to
agree to the Senate appropriation
for Quoddy.
In 1957 there was trouble again
with the House as it cut the Quoddy
Survey funds by over $400,000 - or
over one-third of the amount need
ed for fiscal year 1958. And again
it was Senator Smith who came to
the rescue of Quoddy.
For she
got the Senate Appropriations Com
mittee and then the Senate to re
store the $400,000 that th House had
cut out.
In 1958 Senator Smith got the
Senate to appropt iatc the final in
clement of money necessary for
the completion of the overall sur
vey

And. repeatedly it was Senator
Smith who obtained by Se nate ac
tion the necessary money for the
overall survey after the House had
refused to appropriate any money
in 1956 and not enough money in
in pursuance of her own Smith Act 1957. The following is a resume
enacted in January 1956 as Public of the 12 year history of Senator
Law 401 - she would propose that Smith's efforts on Quoddy.
the Maine Congregational Delega -Margaret Chase Smith On Quoddy
tion introduce in the coming ses
On March 11. 1948. Representa
sion of Congress a concurrent reso tive Margaret Chase Smith intro
lution requesting President Eisen duced H. R. 5821. to establish the
hower to cause negotiations to be Passamaquoddy power project on
commenced at the earliest practi an international basis for the de
cable date with the Dominion of velopment and use of tidal energy
Canada with a view to entering into in the waters of Passamaquoddy
a treaty or other international Bay for the production of electrical
agreement under which the Passa- power and proposing an authoriza
maquoddv Tidal Power project may tion of $100.000,000
proceed in accordance with the
On April 9. 1948. the Chairman of
findings and recommendations of the American Section of the Inter
the International Joint Commis national Joint Commission ex-|
sion.
pressed the opinion that action on'
She also revealed that she had the matter should go through the
sent copies of the draft of her pro International Joint Commission i
posed Quoddy resolution to the since it had jurisdiction over such
other four members of the Maine an international matter.
Congressional Delegation asking
On January 5. 1949. Senator Mar
for their consideration of it for in garet Chase Smith reintroduced
troduction by the entire Maine Con her authorization bill, (S. 233).
gressional Delegation and stating However, the Maine Congressional
that it would be brought up for Delegation at that time then de-,
discussion at the first delegation cided to proceed through the Inte'r-1
meeting the morning of January 6. national Joint Commission.
1960. the opening day of the conIn June 1949. together with form
gress'onal session.
er Senator Owen Brewster. Senator !
Senator Smith said she had de- Smith got the Senate to appropriate
clded upon the resolution after con $30,000 for the preliminary survey,
ferring with the office of the Legis which later found that the proposed
lative Counsel of the United States project was physically feasible.
Senate. At her request, that office
In January 1951. Senator Smith
has made a study of the overall introduced a joint resolution (S. J.
survey report and recommended Res. 18) to authorize the overall
the resolution. Attached is a copy
survey.
of the draft of the proposed concur
In January 1953. Senator Smith
rent resolution and a legal memo introduced S. J. Res. 12 to author-!
randum prepared by the office of
ize the overall survey. She was
the Legislative Counsel of the
able to get the Senate to pass the
United States Senate stating why
legislation - but her Senate bill
the proposed concurrent resolution
died in the House of Representa
Is the appropriate congressional ac
tives when the House failed to act
tion at this time
Concurrent Resolution
on the legislation.
The leadership of Senator Smith
On January 10, 1955. Senator( Whereas by Public Law 401.
on Quoddy is long and frequent. Smth again reintroduced S. J. Res. - Eighty-fourth Congress, the Con
She introduced the first Quoddy 12 to* authorize the overall survey. gress directed the Secretary of j
bill on March 11. 1948, to authorize
And again on June 14. 1955, she was State to arrange for a final survey
the construction of the project on
able to get th< Senate to pass the , by the International Joint Coman international basis.
She got
legislation. It was then sent to the mission of the proposed Passama
Congress in 1949 to appropriate the
House for action.
But again in quoddy tidal power project in the
funds necessary for the preliminary 1955 the House failed to take any , State or Maine and the Prqvince
survey which established the physi
of New Brunswick. Canada, to de
action on the legislation.
cal feasibility of the proposed pro
With the House having failed , In mine its eronom c feasibility
ject. It was her bill. S. J. Res. 12
twice to take action on the Senate and its probable contribution to
the Smith Act. which obtained the
the national economy and the na
three year overall survey that re
WANTED___________ tional defense; and
cently concluded that the project
Whereas the Secretary ot State
was economically feasible.
IMMEDIATE Opening tor part- lias repotted to the Congress the
time man or. North Haven or A inal- it*--tilts of such survey pursuant to
LOST AND FOUND
haven to represent Fuller , Brush said Public Law 401: and
Company, make up to $40 a week.
Whereas such survey clearly es
MALE Tan and White Hound Apply MR ELY. 32 Grove Street. tablishes the economic feasibllty
found; also, male black and tan Lewiston. Maine.
146-148
of the project, and its importance
shepherd puppy. Under diog law.
RELIABLE Woman would like
CALL LYric 4-5850.
144-146 light housework for a retired to the economies of the United
couple or one alone.
Write States and the Dominion of Can
"HOUSEWORK". 'I. The Courier- ada. and to the national defense;
TO LET
and
Gazette.
________
Whereas the project considered
TO LET at 85 Union Street: Mod
in such survey and which is
ern unfurnished 3 room Apt. with
bath and shower, heated, kitchen
recommended differs from earlier
PROPERTIES TO BUY OR SELL proposals for a Passamaquoddy
stove and refrigerator.
CALL
LYric 4-8020 days and, 4-8023 eve
Contact
tidal power project in that it inings.
146-tf
an international two-pool project
DON HENRY AGENCY
ROOM to let by the week. Clean,
which permits production of eon-.
96 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
heated, quiet. Running water and
tinous power, and includes a rivet I
112-tf
TV if desired. SMITH HOUSE. 39
hydroelectric auxiliary plant to]
Park Street.__________ 145-147
augment the tidal plan; and
OARAGE to let.
TEL. LYric
WE Bay Scrap Iron, Metals, Rags
Whereas the survey demon
4-5679.
145-147 and Batteries.
strates that
this international
MORRIS GORDON and SON
SIX Room Unfurn. Apt. to let.
Rockland power project could tie undertaken
forced hot water heat, in good lo Leland Street
<«n • • without detriment to the fisheries
cation. TEL. LYric 4-8692. 144-tf
of the region; and
FIVE Room Furn. House to let.
Whereas since the need for. and
SERVICES
with bath and garage, at 3 Flor
the economic feasibility of this
ence Street.
BESSIE FRENCH.
POWER Burners. Pot Burners project, have been thoroughly ex
Tel. LYric 4-7141.
144-146
THREE Room Unfurn. Apt. to and Range But nets cleaned and plored and documented, and its
let, with bath, at the Lauriette; . repaired. TEL. FLeetwood 4-2266 vital contribution to the common
145'147
also, single room at the Lauri.
defense clearly established, it is
COPPER KETTLE. Tel. LYric
ROOM and Board for the elderly in the interest of this country and
£-7144
_________________ 144-146 ELIZABETH
PLUMMER.
Tt
the Dominion of Canada to work
144 155
HEATED Four Room Apt. with LYric 4-4160.
out a mutually acceptable basis
bath to let. thermos, controlled,
Floor Sanding Service
on whieh the construction of the
newly painted and papered, like
RAYMOND RICHARDS
proceed without
new. range and refrig., h&c water 120 No. Main St. Tel. LYric 4-5796 project may
139-tf further delay; and
free
586 MAIN STREET, above
Whereas because of the interna
Carr’s Wallpaper and Paint Store,
tional character of the proposed
$12.50 a week
Tel. LYric 4-4323.
CUSTOM
144-tf
no wotk or preparations
RETREADING project,
for work thereon may properly be
ROOMS to let.
ELIZABETH
Also IS" and 16"
PLUMMER. Tel. LYric 4-4160.
undertaken until such time as
144-146
8 HOUR SERVICE
there has been concluded between
Fully
Guaranteed
FURN. Rooms to let. 9 UNION
the United States and the Domin
BITLER
CAR
ft
HOME
SUPPLY
STREET. Tel. LYric 4-4248.
ion of Canada a treaty or other in
144-146
122-S-tf ternational
agreement
setting
STORE to let. $6.00 a week; also,! GENERAL Contracting, cement forth the rights and duties of the
apts. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel. LYric block foundations; brick and block respective countries with respect
4-4505 or 4-9714.
H14f chimneys built new or repaired: to such project: Now therefore be
_6XE 4 RMm Apt. and one 5 also asphalt roofing and carpenter
it
Room Apt. to let, both all modern ing. Write VARNUM E NICKLES
Resolved by the Senate (the
improvements TEL. LYric 4-1359. Box 493 or Tel. LYric 4-7181.
134-tf House of Representatives concur
138-tf
DRESSMAKING - Alterations ring). That the President is reCoats and Suits.
MRS. JEAN uesqted to cause negotiations to
be commenced at the earliest
VIALLE. 16 Summer Street.
FOR RENT
136*156 practicable date with the domin
ion of Canada with a view to en-!
HANDCREAM-—
Modern Two-Bay
Have you ever used Avon’s Hard tcring into a treaty or other in
cream? Could you sell it? Thous ternational agreement under which
Service Station in Camden
ands of Representatives aie. along
Good Opportunity for Right with all AVON'S famous products the Passamaquoddy tidal power]
Man interested in running his You. too. can earn extra income! project may proceed in accord
own business and willing to Phone or write FRANCES H ance with the findings and recom
work. Expenses paid training FTDES. 57 Chamberlain Avenue mendations of the International
period and some working capi Brunswick. Tel. PA 56127 1 44 146 Joint Commission.

1 A”

tal required. For details write
BOX M. A. F.
% THE COURIER-GAZETTE

RALPH L. RICHARDS'
Floor Sanding Service

Memorandum Concerning
Project

Have refini9hed over 6.000 floors in
The proposed Passamaquoddy
142-tf
last 20 years in Knox County. Tel
LYric 4-5281, 25 Franklin Street. tifial power project calls for the
61-tf construction, operation and main
NEWLY Decorated Furn. Heated
Apts, to let at 29 Beech Street.
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA- tenance of certain works within
the boundaries of the Dominion of
TEL. LYric 4-5128.__ ____ 137-rt
SERVICE
Canada and of certain other works
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
THREE. Four and Five Room
(including the actual turbines and
7 Broad Street
Apts to let. furn. or unfurn. F. G
Tel. LYric 4-8144)
68-tf other power generating equip
PRIEST. 109 Park Street, Tel.
LYric 4-8101.
131-tf
COPIES made of important ment) •within the boundaries of
FURN. and Unfurn. Apts, to let. papers, discharge papers, deeds, the United States.
Inquire in person at 11 JAMES birth certificates. While you wait
The nature of the project is
STREET
123-tf at GIFFORD S. Rockland.__ 61-tf such that the entile works eouid
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service. only he operated as an integrated
Ash for it at your local store or at unit, "because, among other rea
— FOR BENT —
GIF
fORD'S, Rockland. Maine.
• Hospital Beds
1-tf sons. the very functioning of the

• Mattresses
• Bed Side Ralls

• Folding Wheel Chairs
• Invalid Walkers

• Bed Tables
Tel. LYric 4-8011

For Free Estimates Write or Phone:

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
$18 MAIN ST.

HEART OF MAINE EXTERMINATING SERVICE
Exterminating el All Kinds

ROCKLAND
140-8-tf

•1 CHURCH 8T.

DEXTER, ME.
TEX. WAlker 4-3933
AU Work GnarantooA

M-tt

logo Sovoo

Port Clyd<
ALMA 8. HEAL
Correspondent

On Wednesday afternoon at the
Port Clyde Advent Christian Church
Pastor Stanley White began a mid
week service for boys and girls in
the first three grades and some
five year olds, known in many
sections about the state as “Good
News” Clubs.
This service is
conducted by Mrs. White, who tells
Bible stories illustrated by flannelgraph Songs are sung which boys
and girls like to sing.
After the
service, transportation is provided
by Pastor White for all who come
from a distance.
All boys and
girls are welcome. Arrangements
have been made with the school
bus driver to let all the boys and
girls desiring to attend these serv
ices to be let off at the chut eh on
Wednesday afternoons.
The Port Clyde Baptist Chut eh.
Rev. Harold A. Haskell, minister,
invites you to the following serv
ices for the week of Dec. 6: Sunday.
2 p. m . divine worship and holy
communion.
The theme for the
communion meditation will be
"The Cross". Chutch School is at
3:10 p. m. Tuesday. 7 p. nt., the
prayer and Bible Study Hour
Bling your Bibles and others with
you.
Sunday morning wot ship at the
Advent Christian Chutch will be at
10 o’clock. Strmon topic. "In Re
membrance Of Me".
Sunday
School is at 11:10. Youth Fellow
ship Hour is at 5:45 p, m.. leader.
Pastor White. Pre-prayer service
is at 6:30 p. nt
Evening service
is at 7 p. m.. sermon topic. "Life
Preserved". Choir rehearsal will
be held following the evening serv
ice.
Wednesday, at 3:30, at the
church. 'Good News” for boys and
girls in the first three grades
leader. Mis. White.
Mid-week
prayer, praise and Bible study at
7pm

E. E. Cutting Christmas trees left
Wednesday evening with Howard
Maxey and Gerald Emery in
charge.
They were bound for
New Jersey but a trip to Canada
will be made before their return.
The first load went to New York
the latter part of the week with
Edward Maxey and Willie Philbrook in charge. They returned
on Sunday.

LEGAL NOTICE
PRORATE NOTICES

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. in and for the County of Knox,
on the seventeenth day of Novem
ber. in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fiftynine. and by adjournment from day
to day from the seventeenth day of
said November,
The following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated it is hereby
ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing
a copy of this older to be published
three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the fifteenth day of December.
A D. 1959 at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause.
LILA G. ALLARD, late of Rock
port. deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that
said Will may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Alan L. Bird of Rock
land. he being the Executor named
•.herein, without bond.
MARIANNO R
MEDEIROS,
late of Owls Head, deceased. Will
and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that said Will may be
proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Jose
phine T. Rapose and John Rapose.
both of Owls Head, they being the
Executors named therein, without
bond.
HAROLD D. SAWYER, late of
Warren, deceased. Will and Peti
SOUTH WARREN
tion for Probate thereof asking that
The second truck load of the said Will may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
issue to Evelyn E. Sawyer
power generating facilities re *1 2tary
3
quirts the closely coordinated of Warren, she being the Execu
trix named therein, without bond.
opening and closing of certain ;
NORMAN J. THOMPSON, late of
locks to be located in Canada and
Matinicus. deceased.
Will and
of certain other locks to be lo Petition lor Probate thereof ask
cated in the United States.
ing that said Will may be proved
The Passamaquoddy project is | and allowed and that Letters Tes
distinguishable from the Saint tamentary issue to Julia E. Ames
Lawrence Seaway project where of Vinaihaven. she being the Execu
each of the two nations did pro trix named therein, without bond.
HARRIET F. Z. CANER a/k/a
ceed, to a considerable extent in
dependently of each other, with HARRIET FRAZIER CANER. late
works within its own boundaries of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, de
which formed parts of a joint in ceased. Exemplified copy of Will
and Piobate thereof, together with
ternational project. In that pro Petition for Piobate of Foreign
ject there were present specia' Will asking that the copy of said
circumstances which do not ob Will may be allowed, filed and re
tain in the case of Quoddy. viz:
corded in the Probate Court of
(1) the Canadian Government Knox County, and that Letters
Testamentary
be issued to Morgan
had already clearly and forcefully
demonstrated its interest in par Guaranty T: ust Company, of Newticipating in such project by, first York. New Yoik. P. Blair Lee and
Sarah Ann Caner. both of Philadel
lv, entering into a treaty with the phia. Pennsylvania, they being the
United States to provide for such Executors named therein, without
project (which treaty never be bond.
came effective because of lack of
ESTATE CLARENCE O. BRA
approval by Congress as required ZIER. late of Thomaston, de
by its terms), and secondly, afte ! ceased. Petition foi Administration
the failure of such treaty, indi asking that Nellie W. Brazier of
cated its intention to undertake a Friendship or some othei- suitable
similar project which was to be person be appointed Administratrix,
without bond.
located exclusively in Canada:
ESTATE JOHN D ABBOTT late
(2) the
International
Joint
Petition for
Commission, which was estab of Union, deceased.
Administration asking that David
lished pursuant to treaty between I
K. Abbott of Houlton. Maine, oi
the two nations, already had suf some othei suitable person be ap
fleent authority to enable the twe pointed
Administrator.
without
countries to cooperate in carrying bond.
out the project; and
ESTATE GRACIE E. LAWRY.
(3) the works undertaken by late of Vinaihaven. deceased. Petieach of the two nations within it.* t.on for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a.
own boundaries would not neces asking that Hadley B. Miller of
sarily have been without value Waldoboro and Maurice Norton of
even if the other nation did not Vinaihaven or some other suitable
person be appointed Administrators
undertake similar works on it>
d b n.c.t.a. with, bond
side of the international boundary
ESTATE FRANK S. HALLO
In the case of the Passama
WELL late of Rockland, deceased.
quoddy project—
Petition for Administration asking
(1) Canada has demonstrated that Elizabeth W. Hallowell of
no such interest in participating Rockland oi some other suitable
in the project, nor is it likely to person be appointed Administrado so without being assured o' .rix, without bond.
ESTATE DOROTHY H STONE,
some rights in or benefits from
the electric power to be gener late of Cushing, deceased. Petition
ated; (2) the Internationa! Join: for License to Sell certain real
Commission does not have author estate situated in said Cushing and
.u'.Iy described in said petition pre
ity to provide for the disposition
sented by Albert G. Stone, of Cush
of the electric power to be gen ing. Administrator
erated by such project; and (3) j ESTATE CHARLES D. YOUNG,
the works to be constructed in one late of Thomaston, deceased. First
country would be
completely1 and Final Account presented fo:
valueless without the construction allowance by Esther F Young. Ad
of necessary works in the othei ministratrix.
country.
ESTATE DONALD MOFFAT.
Thus, the integrated nature as late of Brookline. Massachusetts,
well ae the international character, deceased. First and Final Account
of the Passamaquoddy projec' presented for allowance by Paul
makes it unfeasible for the United ine De Camp Moffat. Francis Park
man and Francis S. Moulton. Jr.,
States to proceed with the con
Executors.
struction of works within its own
ESTATE
LILLIAN
MABEL
boundaries until such time as the LAWRY. late or Vinaihaven. de
rights and duties of the two na ceased.
First and Final Accoun
tions with respect to such projec: presented for allowance by Joseph
have been defined by a treaty or j F. Headley. Administrator.
other international agreement for
EDNA M SMALL, late of Rock
that purpose. Especially import 1 land, deceased.
First and Final
ant and necessary would be the Account presented foi- allowance
provision of such treaty or agree by Dors Small Ca.derwood. Ad
ment which prescribes the rights niinistiatrix, c.t.a
ESTATE ELLEN H. WHEELER,
of the two countries with respect
to the electric power to be pro late of Boston. Massachusetts, de
First and Final Accoun*
duced by such project; for with ceased
presented for allowance by Alex
out some .«uch provision Canada
ander Wheeler and Henry Wheel
would derive no rights or benefits , er, Jr.. Executors.
from the project inasmuch as the ! ESTATE CHARLIE C STONE,
power generating facilities would late of Cushing, deceased.
First
be located in the United States, j and Final Account presented fo.
Since the negotiation of treaties a. owance by Maud E. Stone, Ad
in the United States is an Execu in.nistratrix.
tive function, it would appear' ESTATE LILA G. ALLARD of
that the only Congressional action South Thomast-on. First and Fir.a
which might be appropriately ta Account presented for allowance by
ken at this time to expedite the F. Vernon Kenney Conservator.
ESTATE MABEL E VEAZIE oi
carrying out of the Passama
quoddy project would be a reso-, Rockland. First and Final Account
lution requesting the President to presented, for allowance by Patricia
enter into negotiations with Can-' n..en Huntley. Successor Conserva
tor by Hervey C Allen. Execute,
ada with a view to the conclusion,
of the Wi . of Beulah L. Allen.
at the earliest possible date, of,
PETITION FOR CHANGE OI
an appropriate treaty or other in NAMES ask.ng that the names of
ternational agreement for the Sandy Moon, Shawn Moon, Jainu
purpose of bringing this project, moon, Sidney Moon and Keir Moon

to fruition-

of Fort Clyde, St. George.. Maine,

SOUTH THOMASTON
An adult polio clinic will he held
at the Gilford Butler School on
Tuesday, Dec. 8, at 7 p. m. Shots
from one to four in the seHes will
be offered. Children accompanied
by a parent or with a consent slip
may obtain shots. Further in
formation may be obtained from
Arlene Drinkwater at LYric 4-7496
be changed to Sandy Onat, Shawn
Onat, Jaime Onat. Sidney Onat and
Keir Onat presented for allowance
by Marlon S. Onat. Mother and le
gal custodian of said minors.
FOREST H. BRAZIER, late of
Hope, deceased. Will and Petition
for Piobate thereof asking that
said Will may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Hilda E. Brazier of
Hope, she being the Executrix
named therein, without bond.
ESTATE HELEN T. CUSHMAN
of Friendship.
First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
James A. Waltz, Guardian.
UTTNESS. Charles T. Smalley,
Judge of Piobate Court for Knox
County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
THOMAS C. AYLWARD
Register

143*8*149

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
I. THOMAS C AYLWARD, Reg
ister of Probate for the County of
Knox in the State of Maine, here
by certify that in the following
estates the persons were appointed
administrators, executors, guard
ians and conservators and on the
date hereinafter named.

AMABEL HUTCHINSON, late of
Vinaihaven. deceased. October 27,
1£59. Berthe Hutchinson Slaughter
of Vinaihaven was appointed Execu
trix. without b6nd.

JENNIE A
MANK, late of
Friendship, deceased. October 6,
1959. Martin T. Storms of Yar
mouth was appointed Administra
tor. with the Will, annexed, without
bond
CHRISTINE E
MOORE of
Thomaston. October 20, 1959. Rita
C. Smith and Alfred M. Strout, both
of Thomaston, were appointed Con
servators. and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
DOROTHY H. STONE, late of
Cushing, deceased. November 3,
1959. Albert G. Stone of Cushing
was appointed Administrator, and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
JOEL E. OVERLOCK, late of
Thomaston, deceased. November
3. 1959. Norman M. Overlock of
Westford. Massachusetts, was ap
pointed Administrator and qualified
by filing bond on same date. Al
fred M. Strout. Agent in Maine.
ALBION A SIMMONS, late of
Friendship, deceased. November
10. 1959. Marjorie E. Cushman of
Friendship was appointed Adminis
tratrix. and qualified by filing bond
an same date.

ELIZABETH

BROWNING

JAMES, late of Cushing, deceased.
November 17. 1959. Merle D. James
of Cushing and Gwendolyn James
Cook of St. George, both in the
County of Knox and State of Maine,
Louise James Rockwell of We&t
Hartfotd. in the County of Hart
ford and State of Connecticut,
Betsy James Wyeth of Chadds Ford
in the County of Delaware add
State of Pennsylvania were appoint
ed Executors, without bond.
WILBUR J. MORSE, late •(
Thomaston, deceased. November
17. 1959. Annie O. Rogers of War
ren was appointed Executrix, with
out bond
RAUHA DAVIS, late of Warren,
deceased.
November 17, 1998,
James Davis of Warren was ap
pointed Executor, without bond.
MARY L. KEEN, late of Rock
land. deceased. November 17, 1968.
Louise H. Carroll of Rockland! was
appointed Executrix, without bond.
MARY L. KEEN, late of Rock
land. deceased.
November W,
1959. Louise H. Carrol! of Rockland
was appointed Executrix, without
oond.
ERROL.D V MILLS, late of
Vinaihaven. deceased. November
17. 1959, Ora M. Mills of Paxton,
.Worcester County, Massachusetts,
was appointed Executrix, without
bond.
Christopher S. Roberts.
Agent in Maine.
EDITH LEAMAN BALANO, also
known as EDYTH LEAMAN BA
LANO ot EDYTH L. BALANO, late
jf St. George, deceased. Novem
ber 17. 1959. James Wilfred Bal&no
of St. Geot ge was appointed Execu
tor. without bond. Samuel W. Coi
ns Jr.. Agent in Maine.
HENRY TIRRI. late of Warren,
deceased.
November 17, 1808,
Helen Tirri. also known as Lahjja
Helena Tirri of Warren, was nppo.nted Administratrix, without
/ond.
NELSON E. CALDERWOOD, late
of Union, deceased. November Iff.
1959. Donald N. Calderwood of
Rockland was appointed Adminis.rator. without bond.
OLIVE A. CROCKETT, late oi
South Thomaston, deceased. Novtmber 17. 1959. Everett L. Baum.
Jr., of St. George was appointed
Administrator, without bond.
PEARL A. MORTON, late of
Rockland, deceased.
August 18.
1958. George Morton of Rockland
was appointed Administrator and
qualified by filing bond on Novemoer 17. 1959.
RAIaPH E HANNAN, late of

Union, deceased

November 17.

1959. Dorla A. Hannan of Union
was
appointed
Administratrix,
without bond.
JAMES A COSTELLO, late of
Rockland deceased. November 17,
1959. Katherine F. Oliver of Rock
land was appointed Administratrix,
without bond.
VIOLA P. McCUTCHEON, late

of Hope, deceased. November 17.
1959. Avis P. Niehoia
Hope Was
appointed Admlnbtratrlx, without
bond.

ISA M TEAGUE, late of Wanto.
Jeceased. November 17, 1808, Ohria
T. Overlook of Warren. Wtoz appoint
ed Admin.sti atrix. with the Will an
nexed. without bond.
Attest;

TMsday-YbhdaHdtorlBl
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SCO Supervisors
Visit Warren
Grade School

USDA POULTRY EXPERT ONE OF
SPEAKERS AT MPS MEETING DEC. 10,

Richard C. Larkin of Washington.
D. C. a poultry marketing official
Merrill Payson, chairman of the with the United States Department
Knox-Lincoln Soil Conservation Dis
of Agriculture, will be one of the
trict supervisors, and Ted Blodgett,
featured speakers at the annual
work unit conservationist, met with
Maine Poultry Servicemen’s meet
the upper grade children at the
ing. Dec. 10, at Augusta.
Lamb and wool produced in the
Warren elementary school Tuesday
Larkin is chief of the program
afternoon. Each gave talks on the
United States will receive an added
analysis group. Poultry Division.
need for conservation work to pre
boost from promotion and advertis
Agricultural Marketing Service.
serve our natural resources of soil,
ing next year under a stepped up
USDA. His topic at next Thurs
water, woods and wildlife while we
program by the American Sheep
day's meeting will be “Poultry
use them. Slides were shown of Marketing Orders”. This will come
Producers' Council.
work
that
is
being
done
in
this
The council’s board' of directors,
during the afternoon discussion of
district.
all sheep owners representing every
the general topic, “Industry Trends
Payson of Warren and Harold
part of the country, authorized the
to Date and to Come”.
Watts of St. George, supervisors of
accelerated program in its recent
Larkin was born in Eau Claire.
the district, attended a meeting of
sem.-annua! meeting in Denver
Wisconsin.
He earned bachelor
the
State
Association
of
SCD
super

Purpose of the increase in pi emo
and master of science degrees in
visors
at
Bangor
Thursday
and
Fri

tion and advertising effort will he
agricultural economics from North
day of this week.
to boost returns to sheep producers
Carolina State College.
on both lamb and wool.
In 1940 Larkin joined the Eco
The directors authorized the or
nomic Research Division of the
ganization of a woo1, division in the
Soil Conservation Service. For 15
ASPC headquarters to promote and
Several events of interest to1 months during World War II he
Richard C. Larkin
advertise domestic wool and Ameri
Maine farm people are scheduled was economic anaiyist for the War
in the months ahead. The Exten Production Board. He then served conducts economics and program
can made woo’, products.
sion Service of the University of I as economist with the Poultry-Egg analysis work for use in forming
Don Clyde of Heber City. Utah,
president of the ASPC. said the
Maine has listed some of them:
Section of the Office of Price Ad policies and carrying out nrarketi ing programs assigned to the Poulcouncil will co-operate and co
National Junior Vegetable Grow ministration.
ordinate its activities in wool ad
ers’ Association, convention and
Later Larkin became a market ; try Division.
vertising and promotion with other
contests, Washington, D. C.. Dec. ing specialist with the poultry i About 150 poultry servicemen
6 to 10.
I bl anch of the Production and Mar from processors, hatcheries, and
wool Agencies
The council's current budget foMaine
Poultry
Servicemen's keting Administration in Atlanta, feed companies will attend the
wool is $974000. and this figure
meeting, Capitol Grange Hall, Au Georgia. He resigned in 1947 to meeting next Thursday, Dec. 10, at
may be increased slightly for the
gusta, Dec. 10.
I accept a position as assistant to the Capito! Grange Hall on Route
fiscal year beginning July 1.
State 4-H Club Achievement the manager of the Farmers’ Mu- ! 17 near Augusta. The meeting will
For the lamb phase of the pro
open at 10 a. m.. include dinner
Days, University of Maine. Orono. taal. Inc., Durham, N. C.
gram. the directors called for an
Dec. 28 to 30.
Until just recently Larkin has ,at noon served by .ladies of the
allied committee with representa
Agricultural Trades Show, Lewis-' been agricultural economist with Grange, and close at 4 p. m.
tives of all segments of the live
All poultry servicemen are wel
ton Armory, Jan. 19, 20. and 21. the Poultry Branch of PMA in
stock and meat industry participat
1960.
Washington, D. C. He assumed his come, said today Harry C. Wheling to discuss all problems of lamb
National 4-H Club Week. March present job with the Agricultural den, Extension Service poultry spe
production and marketing in an
5 to 12.
| Marketing Service this year. He cialist, University of Maine.
effort to holster live market pile*'
Maine Breeding Co-operative, an
for lamb.
President Clyde said
Eggs at the Miller-Bushong Farm are picked up directly into plas- a case at a time, They are left in the Hats for washing, drying, cooling nual meeting, Augusta State Arm
Lincoln County will be trained this
there is no doubt that the ASPC tie fillers on a carrier; washed, cooled, and eased without removing and rasing,
ory. March 18.
winter to do the field contact work.
has done a good job of increasing eggs from the filler. Eggs are washed at a rate of IS rases an hour,
Farm and Home Week, Univer
Phpto by Jaeger
This means a farm to farm con
consumer demand for lamb in al.
sity of Maine, Orono, March 28 to
tact usually during the months of
Last week we promised you a were cleaned twice a year by a can open the window’ an inch or { packed directly into plastic fillers
of the 21 promotion cities in which
31.
January and February for the pur
two
or
more
and
still
have
a
slo
i
on
the
conveyor.
The
eggs
are
nearby
dairy
farmer.
it operates, but that there are basic discussion of the Miller and Bush
Mrs. Joan L. Powell, county of
National 4-H Conference. Wash
pose of enrolling farmers in the
problems which need to be solved ong Farm in Lancaster Pennsyl There were four row’s of auto system of intake — or he can open washed in a machine with a ca- ington, D. C.. April 23 to 29.
fice manager, has announced the Agricultural Conservation Program
before greater success can be at vania. wheie Noah Gehman cor matic feeders to allow almost six the window: all the w’a V should rie pacity of 15 cases per hour without
National Home Demonstration following results of recent elections
for lime, fertilizer, seeding prac
being removed from the plastic Week, May 1 to 7.
tained. He pointed out that the dially showed us th. operation.
inches of feeder space per bird. desire.
for Agricultural Stabilization and tices, farm ponds, drainage, wood
retail price of lamb has held high
This, we all felt, was the best Gehman felt that four inches per
A 14 month period of laying is fillers. Still in the fillers, they are
land work, etc. They will contact
and steady, but this favorable mar operation we saw on this trip.
expected from the birds.
The cooled for four hours. Then, plas lady assistant steward, Linda Conservation Committeemen:
bird was a minimum.
all who were enrolled in this pro
tic filler, rack and all are picked•
gin has not been reflected to live
The poultry house which we visit
The automatic waterers, were di houses are t un on a 15 month cycle.
County Committee - Knox Coun
Cousens;
matron,
Geraldine
Grif

up and placed in a case.
gram in 1958 or 1959. Anyone not
ed was 30 feet wide. The birds, legrectly over the feeders.
In this Most faims in that area are run
fin;
assistant
matron, Luella ty: Ralph C. Wentworth of Hope,
enrolled in the past two years who
The lamb promotion and advei- horns, we:re in at 1’ * square feet way. spilled water does not go on a 12 month cycle.
Gehman
This farm, as many we visited ;
chairman; Chesley L. Cripps of
Crockett.
would be interested in talking with
tising budget for the next fisc 1 per bird. One half of the house into the pits. Spilled water does expects his birds to lay at the rate has daily pickup of eggs.
;
The installing team were the Camden, vice chairman; Merrill
year will be increased slightly from was pits. the other half. longi- not gum up the feeders, and the of 80% or more, on a hen housed
Now. I know some of you are i following members of Pioneer and W. Payson of Warren, regular their committeemen about the pro
Pits next bird picks up the west feed. basis, for at least four months. He saying - “we don’t have daily!
its current level of $1,371,000.
gram, should contact the commit
, tudinaliy. was litter area.
Seven Tree Juvenile Granges of member; Alonzo T. Meservey of
This farm, as most others, prac- wants them up to 63%, on a n?n pickups, we don’t have plastic fill Union: Master. Gregory Grotton; Appleton, first alternate; Harold teeman in their area or the Rock
. tices preventive medicine by keep day basis, when sold, with an aver- ers — why is Gil Jaeger telling marshal, Anita Carroll; chaplain. S. Watts of St. George, second al land ASC Office.
Mrs. Joan L. Powell, county ASC
us how good this farm is.’’
ing waterers in working condition * aKe rate
Linwood Grotton; emblem bearer, ternate.
office manager in the Rockland of
at all times.
He observed that farms all wire
My answer is this — that withI Joan
County Committee - Lincoln
Carroll.
regalia bearer,
They allow 150 birds for each 01 s!aI Loots dropped' 10% in pro- comparatively simple re-arranginf Sally Leach; soloist. Naomi Grot County: Bernard A. Newbert of fice. will be glad to assist anyone
duction as compared w'ith other of our pens
eight foot waterer.
nests, waterers ton and pianist. Leona Anderson. Waldoboro, chairman; Donald N. interested in the details of the pro
grams offered by the United States
farms.
feeders,
etc.
—
and
by use of sim
Among other guests were sub Hewett of Cooper's Mills, vice
The pits, used as roosts, run
Department of Agriculture under
Let
’
s
consider
egg
handling.
This
pie
devices
such
as
the
overhead
ilong the south side of the buildordinate Grange Deputy Allen chairman; Norris A. Waltz of
the Agricultural Conservation Pro
ng which has a solid window area farm, as do many others, uses ex- track conveyor we can approxi- Young of East Union and several Damariscotta, regular member;
gram, Wool Incentive Program or
ght down the length of the build- celsior nest pads. All egg handling mate much of the labor efficiency parents.
Herbert L. Spear of Waldoboro,
the Soil Bank Conservation Re
ng
This means that the nests is done in 18 minutes per case as shown on this farm — and with a
The next meeting will be Dec first alternate; Wilmot Trusseli of
serve Program. The ASF office
un down the dark side of the compared with 32 minutes for a careful planning of our time, we 15 with a Christmas program and Cedar Grove, second alternate.
is located in the Post Office Build
building and there are fewer floor basket method. How does hi- do it? can do much to approximate this ■xehange of gifts.
County Committeemen are res
are in danger ol flooding during a eggs in the lighter pit area.
By Henry Teague
ing in Rockland and is open Mon
Two rows of nests run down the efficiency.
ponsible
for
the
operation
of
the
day through Friday from 8 a. m.
When one seed a truckload of warm spell with heavy rains
To obtain slots for fresh air in middle of the litter area. A con
This farm, of those we visited PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
Agricultural
Conservation
Pro

Booster Night was observed
to 12 noon and from 1 p. m. to
hens going to market the chances Smothering is always a possibility. take. a six inch baffle board is veyor. on overhead tracks, runs in was to us the best managed; yet
gram. the Wool Incentive Program
that they are from 16 to 20 months Afte: we g»‘t by some of these run across the top of the windows, the alley between the nests. Eggs this farm had as little mechanical Thursday night. Dec. 3. at Penob and the Soil Bank Conservation Re 5 p. m.
scot View Grange with 41 present
of age. For the first six months hazards many of us lose bi ids These are well flashed. Now, he are picked from the nests and equipment as any.
from neighboring Granges. Meet serve Program in the counties. HOT TIPS FOR
of life a hen is nothing but ex when they are moved to new lay
ing was called to order by the The three regular members of each COLD WEATHER DRIVING
pense. The cumulative total of ing quarters.
■
Mrs. Rachel Routledge; treasurer. master. Dr. Lloyd Richardson.
county committee meet on the
I have not tried to list all the
raising a flock to laying age rep
Motorists: don't skid yourself!
Mrs. Ethel Coffin; steward. Larry
A special message for Booster fourth Monday of every month in You can get through this winter
resents real money. For a flock possible problems, but rare is the
Daniels; assistant steward. Lewis Night was read with a welcome the County ASC Office to adminis
without a mishap, if you follow
of 5.000 birds the outlay can farmer who has not had some or
Hatch; gatekeeper, Arthur Carter; to visitors and Grangers by the ter the policies of the programs.
simple safety rules and drive with
range anywhere from $7,500 to all of them at one time or an
■
r""T" i ■ ■■■
g lady assistant steward. Miss Mar- master.
Elected to the ASC Community
extra care. The Maine Highway
$10,000. With prices for eggs as other.
Committee positions in Lincoln
Prizes were won by Donald Sturks.
Banks; Pomona. Miss Irene
WEYMOUTH
GRANGE
Special
program
presented
by
Safety Committee offers these hot
low as they have been this year
If the flock comes into laying By Elizabeth Upham
Arlene Hill. Carroll Genthner, Farmer; and executive committee Lecturer Carroll M. Wixson con County were: Community One: tips for cold weather driving:
that total can go even higher.
satisfactorily, the final devastating
member, George Fay, Sr.
sisted of group singing: reading Norman S. Chase of North WhiteWeymouth Grange met Thursday Beverly Sturks and Elizabeth Up
1. Get the “feel" of the road.
A few years ago. one could plan blow is poor egg prices. All of
At the close of the ceremonies a by Sister Rose LeBlanc of Megun field. chairman; Clinton Jewett of
ham.
The
lecturer
’
s
march
was
night
for
its
regular
meeting.
2. Lengthen distance between
on a new flock evening off at about the money spent in raising the
gift
was
presented
to
retiring
Mas

ticook Grange; trio by Harriet Whitefield, vice chairman: Daniel
cars.
24 weeks. That means that at birds must be returned before Cards were signed and sent to won by Arlene Hill. The closing ter George Fay by new Master
Richardson. Ann Fowler and Janet E. Ames of Wiscasset, regular
thought was by Mary Shaw.
3. Pump your brakes lightly for
that age flocks were laying enough there is any true profit.
The shut-ins Junetta Kalloch and Ellen
Brian Routledge. The new officers Jordan, accompanied by Sister member: John Campbell of Jeffer
Sympathy is extended to PIONEER GRANGE
^topping.
eggs to pay for daily feed. A 50 longer the birds lay before paying Jones.
will fill their chairs at the next Olive Baiter of Pleasant Valley son. first alternate and Charles
4. Signal your intention to turn
per cent rate of lay would gen for themselves, the lower the Life Members Brother and Sister By Bernice Young
regular meeting of Ocean View Grange on the acordion; Mis. Mar Cross of Cedar Grove, second al
well in advance of the manerally do the trick. The extreme total profit on the flock. Once up Horatio Lymburner and to Sister
At the December 8 meeting of Grange on Monday. Dec. 7.
garet Gregory showed colored ternate.
'
euver itself.
ly low price for small eggs this on a time a reasonably good flock Blanche Slader in the loss of their Pioneer Grange, a degree team
slides of various places and scenes
Community Two: William S.
5. Use tire chains when condi
year has made the cost of raising could pay off its debts in four or home last Friday. A donation was from Bath Grange will confer the MEGI NTIUOOK GRANGE
which were much enjoyed; sketch Bryant. Jr., of Damariscotta Mills,
sent to Boys Town. Plans were
tions call for them.
At the meeting of Megunticook i
pullets much greater than usual five months and even less.
This
third and fourth degrees on a class
presented by Arlene Watts and chairman; J. Malcolm Barter of
6. Keep windshield and wibdows
Grange held Wednesday evening, :
In late spring it was possible that year many flock: ; will never pay made to have a children’s Christ of candidates.
Linda Ames on modern cracker Waldoboro, vice chairman; Eldon
mas party. Dec. 20. at the Grange
clear.
a flock laying as high as 80 per off
The officers of Pioneer Juvenile with approximately 65 present, dur- i barrel philosophy.
Hall.
C. Hunt of Damariscotta Mills,
Keep a sharp lookout for
ing
the
lecturer
’
s
hour
Ross
Howes
•
cent could not pay for feed.
As I «said before, the average
Grange will be installed at their
Closing
thought
was
by
Sister
regular member; Richard W. Osier
pedestrians.
Next Thursday there will be a meeting. Dec. 8. at 3:30 o'clock, was the guest speaker and showed i
This is a problem that poultry- hen lives about a year and a half
Nellie Lawton.
men will probably have to face before it is sent to market. Yet supper at 6 p. m. preceding the by Deputy Bernice Young and colored slides of trips from Maine I Next meeting will be Jan. 7. at of Waldoboro, first alternate and
Herbert L. Spear of Waldoboro,
Depressions may come and de
to Florida.
Lynwood Littlefield ‘
from now on. and it is really a tht* normal life span of a hen may meeting honoring all members who aides.
which time Guest Officers’ Night second alternate.
pressions may go. but it never
serious one. Actually the time be 10 years or more. We call the have birthdays in December. After
Arlene Anderson, Pomona Lec gave a l eading and the closing | will be observed.
Knox County Committeemen and bothers the fellow who feathers his
when pullets have reached a rat« birds old when we send them to the meeting the Christmas party turer. and Mr. and Mrs. Allen thought was given by the chaplain, ,
PLEASANT RIVER GRANGE
the Community Committeemen in nest—with cash down.
of lay that will pay for daily feed market. Actually they have hard will be held. All those attending Young attended the Lecturers’ Mrs. Margaret Sullivan.
are asked to bring a fifty cent gift Conference at Augusta. Nov 27 and WARREN GRANGE
By Florence Lawson
is not the time when costs of rais ly reached the prime of life.
marked for a man or woman. Mas 28
At a regular meeting of Plea
ing cease. This cost continues
Why market them so young?
By Nancy Benner
sant River Grange. Vinalhaven.
until the rate of lay is high enough We all know the answer to that ter Raymond Upham appointed
We had a very interesting meet-' held. Dec. 2. plans were made for
The Of EON VIEW GRANGE
to cover ail farm expenses con one. Pullet flocks lay more and Elvie Shields as chairman,
ing Tuesday night. Program was their Christmas party which is to
master also announced that first By Nancy Link
nected with the flock.
better quality eggs than second
Ocean View Grange of Martins on the founding of the Grange ; he held at the Grange Hall. Dec.
A decade ago the farmer rais year flocks. So we operate on that and second degrees will be conville held its installation cere Several articles were read and our 19. at 7 o'clock.
ing pullets to laying age felt much plan described above. There is ferred on a group of candidates
monies on Monday night, Nov. 30. secretary read the list of charter i Past Lecturer, Sister Norma
more secure than today. Then anothei plan known as forced January 8.
at the Grange Hall. Lester Delano, members of our own Grange.
Lloyd was in charge of the liter
The
lecturer
’
s
program
consisted
the meat value of a pullet even at molting that is used to a limited
The lecturer reported on the Lee-I
state deputy, acted as installing
of
games,
quizzes
and
readings.
ary
program.
Refreshments
16-18 weeks old often was higher extent. This takes advantage of
which
she
at-1
officer assisted by Marshal Evelyn turers’ Conferenc
were served after the meeting by
than the cost of laising the bird th» fact that most birds lay for a
Delano.
Regalia Bearer Cyrus tended.
Sister Lloyd and Sister Albra
to that point. Today the meat certain period of time and then any longer.
Circle march was won by Lucy
Delano.
Emblem Bearer Grace
Whittington.
value of such a bird is only a take a r- st period during which
Perhaps it is an empty dream Delano, Musician Fanny Davis and Stimpson.
small fraction of the cost of rais time they generally molt many of foi it would cut down on the sale Chaplain Annie Doe. Also assistLunch wasserved
after the
Don't step off that curb until
ing. so the farmer goes way out their feathers.
Superior birds of pullet chicks if birds could be ing was a quartette from Ocean meeting. Next week will be a
The State
on a limb during the raising per often lay through a molt and some held over for a second year lay. View Grange including Thurber public party and a candy sale to you know it is safe!
Police point out that winter months
iod. If the breeder flock was in lest for a much shorter time than But in the long run the breeder Weller, Elmer Tibbetts, Mrs. Hattie benefit the Juvenile Grange.
are deadly ones for pedestrians.
good condition, the chicks strong th. average.
farms might benefit, for under the Tibbetts and Mis Marion Percy. GEORGES VALLEY GRANGE
Be careful always when you must
and healthy on arrival at thBy the use of one of several present system the sale of chicks
Installed as new mastei was By Hilda Stockbridge
cross streets or walk in traffic.
farm, the chances of raising a methods the farmer can thiow an is being cut down simply by the Brian Routledge.
Other officers
At oui meeting of Tuesday night Don’t -depend upon the driver. He
good flock are fairly good.
.•ntire flock into a molt at one fact that many farmers can no are: Overseer. Mrs. Nancy Link:
There are many pitfalls along tim<*. The flock is usually culled longer afford to buy and raise ecturer Mis. Virginia Fay: chap the first and second degrees were may not even see you.
conferred on one candidate. Guests
the way. Since many birds are first and some even cull following them.
lain. Montford Hupper; secretary.
It is a human failing to believe
were present from Medomak Val
brooded during the coldest part of the molt. The flock is out of pro
ley and South Montviiie Gianges. that, because one is in familiar surthe year there is always a chance duction completely for a. short
Sister Helen Simpson has re loundings. nothing tragic will hap
of trouble with the brooding equip time and then at the end of two
turned to Waldo County General pen to him. The fallacy of this
ment. Vaccines do a very good months to 10 weeks often comes
Hospital.
Sister Irene Mink is th.nking is borne out by the fact
job on the whole protecting the back strong. A flock down to be
at
a
Portland
hospital and it is that the vast majority of pedestrian
birds against
Newcastle and low 50 pei- cent may spring back
understood she is improved in deaths occur near the home of the
~r YOU'LL FIND ONLY
husband’11
i ‘nr
bronchitis. But there are other di to over 70 per cent with much
Z' ILL NEVER
A
6AvE
/
UNDERSTAND HOW )
health Everyone wishes a speedy victims. The Maine Highway Safe
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sease problems as well as para better egg quality.
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recovery to both
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site problems that can creep in.
But results of forced molting
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Several reports made of mem for skidding cars and to be extra
Here’s Hie most efficient, cleanest-burning
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Rats can kill young chicks by th- can be very disappointing which
careful whenever we find it neces
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bers with colds.
hundreds. Some brooder houses means that it can be expensive.
home heat you can buy: Gulf Solar Heat. It’s
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sary
to
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fe
I,
WARREN II VENII.E GRANGE
If the birds do not come back into
I' ANO BEST IN SERVICE,
oafe, dependable, bums evenly, completely. It’e
By Luella Crockett
production properly. one may
economical, too—gives you more clean
$1^ SEPTIC TAMM CESSPOOL'
'Iff
have wasted half a dollar or more
Warren Juvenile Grange held an
SEPTIC TANK CESSPOOL ?
per gallon. Next tankful, try Gulf Solar Heat.
on every bird molted.
open meeting, Tuesday afteinoon
How. vvr, this is certainly some
Juvenile Grange Deputy Bernice
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Young with the aid of hei install
use un effective
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County Agent Reports On Trip To NEPPCO
Council To Boost
lamb and Wool
,,
I
Through Promotion

Farm Events Listed

K-L Leaders For
ASC Are Elected

THE GRANGE CORNER

Money-saving news tor fanners

Gulf Solar Heat
is ultra-clean

lurnini

super-refined!

SOLAR HEAT

'PAVING^W"

Marriner-Pike

Marriner-Pike

heating oil

For fast, dependable service
call your Gulf Farm Dealer:

MARITIME CM COMPANY

